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ABSTRACT

A precise measurement of the induced weak pseudoscalar coupling constant of
the proton, gp, is of interest as a basic test of chiral symmetry breaking. This is
the least well-known weak form factor of the nucleon. Muon capture experiments
[Jonkmans et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 77(1996)4512] have been used to measure gp.
However, the interpretation of these muon capture experiments requires knowledge
of the relative population of the muonic atomic and molecular states for muons in
liquid hydrogen. In particular, Aop, the transition rate between the ortho- and paramolecular states of the ppp molecule, needs to be known with precision. The only
previous measurement [Bardin et al., Phys. Lett. 104B(1981)320.] of A„p yielded a
value of (4.1 ±1.4) x 104 s_l, significantly different than the theoretical prediction
[Bakalov et al., Nucl. Phys. A384(1982)302.] of 7.1 x 104 s-1. A measurement
of Aop using the time distribution of neutrons from muon capture was performed
at TRIUMF during June-July 1999 and November 1999. The Aop measured in this
experiment is (13.8 ± 1 .6 ) x 104 s-1. The uncertainty is dominated by the statistical
precision of the fit and the background due to the deuterium contamination in the
protium target. The implications of this result for gp are discussed.

xv
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C H A PT E R 1
T heoretical M otivation and Background
1.1

Introduction

Quantum chromodynamics, QCD, is the fundamental quantum field theory of
the strong interaction which binds quarks, through the exchange of gluons, into the
observed hadronic (strongly interacting) particles. However, unlike quantum elec
trodynamics, QCD is not calculable using perturbation theory at ‘large’ (>
distances or ‘low’ energies (<

1

1 0 " 15 m)

GeV). This means that perturbative QCD cannot be

used to directly calculate hadronic structure. Therefore, the description of hadronic
structure and low-energy interactions a t present must be based on theoretical mod
els. One can use the basic symmetries of QCD to guide development of these models,
but experimental observations are critical for determining model parameters and for
testing the assumptions used. And, since hadrons comprise 99.9% of the mass of
the visible universe, understanding their structure and interactions is crucial to our
understanding of the universe.
The experiment described in this thesis is motivated by the use of the muon
as a leptonic probe of the proton’s structure and its weak couplings; of particular
interest is the induced pseudoscalar coupling, gp, of the proton. The process used
is the capture of a bound negative muon on a proton. When muons are used in
this manner, it is crucial to understand the muonic molecular physics of the initial
system involving the proton and muon. This experiment is designed specifically
to investigate one aspect of these molecular effects, the ortho-para transition in
muonic molecular hydrogen (Aop), in order to allow gp to be extracted from previous
2
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measurements of muon capture. It should be noted as an aside, however, that these
muonic molecular effects are themselves of intrinsic interest, for example in the
investigation of muon-catalyzed fusion.

1.2

Overview of Weak Interactions

The weak interaction governs processes that change a quark or lepton of a given
flavor into a different flavor. The weak interaction is also unique in that it violates
parity, charge conjugation, and time-reversal invariance. Unlike the strong force
which affects only hadrons, fundamental weak interactions affect both hadrons and
leptons.
This work primarily deals with the weak process of negative muon capture,
described by
H~

+

p

-> n -I- Up

(1.1)

and at the quark level by
/z •+*u —►d + i/p .

( 1 *2 )

Some properties of the muon are listed in Table 1.1. The effective weak interSpin
Mass
Charge
Mean lifetime

kh
lOflMeV/c2
± e = 1 .6 x 1(T19 C
2.197 fis

Table 1.1: Some properties of the muon [1].

action Hamiltonian for this process has the form

U w {x) = ~ ^ J { ( x ) J x(x) + /i.c.

(1.3)

where Gp is the Fermi coupling constant and J\ is the weak current. J \ can
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4
be described as
M x ) = 4 + J[ ,

(1.4)

that is, the sum of the hadronic («/*) and leptonic (</{) components of the weak
current. Muon capture is classified as a semi-leptonic weak interaction, meaning
that the weak current is not purely leptonic, as in muon decay (fi~ —>e~ + 1/^ + i^ ),
but involves hadrons, and therefore the strong interaction, as well.
Leptonic current
Leptons couple weakly through two-component fields expressed in the following
form
0 = ^ ( 1 - 75) ^ .

(1-5)

In general, the lepton current in the weak Hamiltonian takes the general form
A

= l>aOi<t>b

= ^ 0(! + 75)Ot( l - 75)^6

(1.6)

where ipj are the lepton fields and O, represents the following operators:
scalar, 5

=

1

pseudoscalar, P =

75

tensor, T =
vector, V =
axial vector, A =
where

7,

and

7^
7^75

(1.7)

are the Dirac 7 -matrices and Pauli matrices. For scalar,

pseudoscalar, or tensor operators the current is experimentally found to vanish.
Empirically, the leptonic component of the current is found to have the following
form

A=

^ a 7 > (l ~ 75)^ 6 •
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(1 .8 )

5
This “V-A” coupling is now understood to be a particular case of the electroweak theory [2, 3, 4] in the limit of low energy. This V-A theory has been tested
extensively using purely leptonic processes such as muon decay.
Hadronic current
In a semileptonic weak process like muon capture, the strong interactions of
the quarks induce extra structure in the hadronic currents. The basic V-A form
remains, but the individual vector and axial vector current terms include couplings
which are functions of the momentum transfer of the process (i.e. can be described
using form factors). These induced couplings are required as part of a complete
description of the structure of the nucleon.
The most general vector and axial vector components of the hadronic current
are
, 9m
■9s
V\ = iipn 9 v l \ + -rrr°\vQ v + *— 9x rpP

2M s

(1.9)

niu

and
A \ = -t/>„
where M n and

i>P

( 1.10)

are the nucleon and muon masses. The ga are coupling “con

stants” which are, in general, complex functions of q2, the four-vector momentum
transfer between the neutron and proton (q = p n ~ Pp where pn and pp are the pro
ton and neutron momenta). The terms gv and ga are the conventional vector and
axial vector coupling constants. In purely leptonic interactions these constants are
the only ones that contribute and each have a value of one, resulting in 7 a (1 —7 5 )
(V - A) current structure. The other coupling constants gm, gp, gs, and gt mea
sure the strength of the ‘induced” weak magnetic, pseudoscalar, scalar, and tensor
currents respectively.
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6
1.2.1

Determination of the Weak Coupling Constants

The induced coupling constants are restricted by several theoretical constraints
on both strong and weak interactions. The strong interaction is invariant under
G-parity, which is a combination of a rotation in isospace and charge conjugation.
Therefore, under a G-parity transformation, the induced currents in V\ and A \
must be symmetric. However, the gs and gt currents do not conserve G-parity
which implies
9s

=

0 ,

9t

=

0 .

(1.11)

To this date, no convincing experimental evidence of the existence of these currents
has been found [5].
Just as electric charge must be conserved in electromagnetic theory, the con
served vector current hypothesis (CVC) [6 ] requires that the weak vector current be
conserved, i.e.,
dxVx = 0 .

(1.12)

CVC establishes a connection between electromagnetism and weak interactions by
relating the weak vectorand isovector electromagnetic currents. Hence, gv and gm
can be

expressed interms of the electromagnetic form factors of thenucleon (as

functions of q2) which can be obtained from elastic electron scattering reactions,
such as those performed at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility [7].
The low energy limits for these currents are
9v

=

1 ,

gm = 3.706

(1.13)

as q2 —►0. A part of the electroweak part of the Standard Model, CVC has been
well verified experimentally.
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7
Unlike the weak vector current, the axial vector current .4* is not exactly con
served (if it were, the pion would not decay). The two remaining coupling terms, ga
and gp, may be constrained by the partially conserved axial vector current (PCAC)
hypothesis [8 , 9], which states that A \ would only be conserved in a world with
massless pions. Therefore, the divergence of the axial current is assumed to be
proportional to the pion field, </>*•,

i.e .

d \A \

=

f«Tnl4>v

'^ 4 ° 0

(1.14)

where f v is the pion decay constant and m , is the pion mass. PCAC can be applied
to A \ to show that
2M„g. - ? & - = v/S/; m' G; OT'
q2 + m 2

(1.15)

where G^ nn is the strong coupling constant for the pion-nucleon vertex. As q2 —> 0,
this expression reduces to
ga =

v 2 Mat = 132

± 002 >

(1 16)

referred to as the Goldberger-Treiman relation [10], where
G * n n ( 0 ) = G tc nn {<^) = G k n n

( 1-17)

that is, that the off-mass shell behavior of the pion-nucleoncoupling is assumed to
vary slowly with q2.This estimate for ga is slightly different from the value measured
using neutron /3-decay, ga = 1.262 ±0.005 [1 1 ]. The (5%) difference between these
values is called the Goldberger-Treiman discrepancy [1 2 ]. Using equation (1.15), the
relation between ga and gp can be expressed as
9p

2M ntti^
_2 _i_ m 2
[q2
+ m2\

'

(f* l® )

This relation shows that gp has a pole at the pion mass. A simple interpretation is
that single pion exchange (the lightest available pseudoscalar particle) dominates the
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induced pseudoscalar contribution (gp). Despite the fact that gp is a strong function
of g2, its value at a specific q2 is often used as a reference point. For ordinary muon
capture (OMC) on the proton
+ p - * n + i/p

(1-19)

the kinematics give
q2 = 0.88m2 .

( 1 .2 0 )

Using this relation, equation (1.18) yields
gp = 7.1ga = 8.56 .

(1.21)

The prediction for gp given above is often referred to as either the PCAC predic
tion, the Goldberger-Treiman value, or the Wolfenstein estimate; it has not been
well-verified experimentally (see Section 1.4). Expressed in terms of the weak cur
rents, gp is proportional to the momentum transfer q. Therefore, its effect on low
momentum-transfer processes such as ,/5-decay is negligible. However, the effect
of gp is measurable in muon capture processes where q2 is much larger, and the
corresponding observables are consequently much more sensitive to gp.
The PCAC hypothesis is not firmly grounded theoretically. The value of gp can
also be predicted in more modern terms based on the chiral symmetries of QCD. This
approach, using heavy baryon, or nucleon, chiral perturbation theory (HB^PT),
provides a systematic low-energy expansion of the effective strong interaction with
an expansion parameter of C?(mT/Mjv). Applying this method [13] yields
_

2 mp,Gi'NNfir

m* + q

_ ]-ga{Q)m M nt \ + higher-order terms
o

= 8.44 ± 0.23
where r 2 is the axial radius of the nucleon, defined through

(1.22)
ga (q 2) — ga {0 ) ( 1 +

q2T2Af§ + 0 (q 4)). The original Goldberger-Treiman relation dominates as the first
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term in the expansion with the remaining correction terms following from xPT. To
quote Bernard, Kaiser, and Meissner [13],
“... an accurate empirical determination of this quantity [gp] therefore poses
a stringent test of the underlying dynamics which is believed to be realized in
the effective low-energy theory of QCD (i.e. chiral perturbation theory). ”

1.3

Muon Chemistry

Of the six induced coupling constants, gp is the least well-determined experi
mentally (more on this in Section 1.4). As stated earlier, gp is a strong function
of q2; therefore, the large momentum transfer of muon capture makes it the main
source of information on gp, as opposed to low momentum transfer processes like
/3-decay or e-capture. The simplest observable dependent on gp is then the rate of
muon capture on the proton.
There are, however, inherent experimental difficulties in performing muon cap
ture experiments. The outgoing particles—neutrons and neutrinos—are difficult to
detect. The rate of muon capture scales by Z4, where Z is the number of protons
in the nucleus [14], making experiments performed on complex nuclei more feasi
ble. However, it is theoretically unclear if gp remains unchanged within this nuclear
medium. In addition, nuclear structure uncertainties make the extraction of gp
sensitive observables difficult within complex nuclei. Therefore, although adversely
affected by a low capture rate, muon capture on a free proton is preferred since it
avoids these nuclear uncertainties.
Since the weak interaction is spin-dependent, the capture rates for muonic
atoms are strongly dependent on the initial spin state of the system. In order
to interpret muon capture experiments, the details of the relevant muonic atomic
and molecular states of the initial system must be understood.
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Figure 1.1: Kinetics of m~ stopping in protium (isotopically pure, deuterium-depleted
hydrogen). All transition rates are normalized to liquid-hydrogen density. The value of
\ op indicated is from Bardin et al. [15].

When a p~ is brought to rest in hydrogen, a muonic atom is formed. The pp
atom is initially formed in a highly excited state. The atom then de-excites through
Auger emission of the atomic electron and radiative decay, and eventually reaches
the n =

1

ground state [16]. The resulting ground-state pp atom is 200 times smaller

than a regular hydrogen atom. The pp atom is formed in a statistical mixture of
\ singlet (F = 0) and | triplet (F = 1 ) hyperfine states, but the F = 1 state is
rapidly (AtJ s» 1 ns) converted to the singlet ground state. The pp atom can collide
with other H2 molecules forming, through Auger emission, a ppp molecule. The
formation rate of the molecule is Ap/ip = 2.3 x 106 s~l. (See Figure

1 .1

for a pictorial

representation of the muon history in hydrogen.) The ppp molecule has a paramolecular ground state and a higher-energy ortho-molecular state. Table 1.2 shows
the quantum numbers for each ppp state. The ortho and para states have different
compositions in terms of singlet and triplet pp components. The ortho state is |
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ortho
para

orbital angular momentum nuclear spin
L = 1
/ = 1
L =0
1=0

Table 1.2: Quantum numbers of the ppp molecule.

singlet, j triplet, while the para state is j singlet and f triplet. The conversion rate
of the ortho state to the para state is represented by Aop. The determination of this
de-excitation rate in liquid hydrogen is the goal of this thesis. Figure 1.2 shows the
principal atomic and molecular states and transitions relevant to muon capture by
the proton.

<

PP

----------------F = 1
----------------F = 0

107 eV

PPP

S -3 /2

? TT /

o rth o w

1

L- 1

\_

S = 1 /2

253 eV

P P P __

poro T i
l=0 L=0

Figure 1.2: Simplified representation of the energy levels and hyperfine splittings of the
pp and ppp system. A discussion of the transitions between the energy levels is given in
Section 1.5. A more detailed version of this diagram can be found in Bakalov et. al. [17].

The measurement of the transition rate between the ortho and para energy states is the
goal of this thesis.

At any point along this progression from a free p~ to a pp atom to a ppp
molecule, the p~ can just decay. In fact, 99.9% of the time it does decay, while
0.1% of the time the muon is captured on the proton instead. The muon capture
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rate differs drastically among the different initial spin states of the pp system. The
capture rate from the triplet state, Xt, is ss 12 s-1, while the rate Grom the singlet
state, A,, is dramatically faster, ~ 660 s - 1 [18]. The contrasting mixtures of singlet
and triplet in the ortho- and para-molecular states, therefore imply that the capture
rates in these two molecular states Xom and

are correspondingly different. Thus,

a knowledge of the relevant fraction of molecules in the ortho and para state in the
experimental target is essential for the interpretation of muon capture in hydrogen
experiments. A more detailed discussion of the molecular formation and energy
transitions follows in Section 1.5.

1.4

Measurements of gp in Hydrogen

A large body of work exists concerning experimental measurements of gp for
protons in complex nuclei. Although interesting, this work will not be discussed
here. Reference [19] gives a current review of this field.
Recall that there are daunting experimental difficulties associated with muon
capture on a free proton, mainly arising from the small branching ratio (~

1 0 -3)

for

this process. Consequently, there have only been a handful of measurements of gp
to date for the free proton. The situation is summarized in Table 1.3. In all, there
are eight separate measurements, using differing techniques and observables.
Early Measurements
The first six hydrogen measurements involved direct detection of the monoenergetic, 5.2 MeV recoil neutrons from muon capture. The first two experiments
[2 1 ,

20]

were bubble chamber studies and the large error bars were due to statistics

limitations. The next two experiments [22, 23] utilized liquid hydrogen for higher
statistics but significant backgrounds and difficulty determining detector efficiencies
produce large errors making these values rather imprecise. The fifth and sixth ex-
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Experiment/
Target
Technique
Location
CERN-Bologna[20] Bubble
neutron
(1962)
Chamber
Chicago[21]
Bubble
neutron
(1962)
Chamber
Columbia[22]
Liquid H2 neutron
(1962)
Columbia[23]
Liquid H2 neutron
(1963)
CERN-Bologna[24] Gas H2
neutron
(1969)
Dubna[25j
Gas H2
neutron
(1974)
Saclay[15, 26, 27]
Liquid H2 electron;
(1981)
lifetime
TRIUMF[28, 29]
Liquid H2 photon
(1995)
(RMC)

extracted gp, for
Aop = 0
Aop = 4.1 x 104 s - 1
17.3 ± 5.1 15.5 ±5.1
19.6 ± 8 .4
8 .6

± 7.9

17.7 ±8.9
6.0 ± 8.0

13.4 ± 4 .2

11.0 ±4.3
7.9 ± 5.9

10.3 ±3.9
13.8 ± 2 .0

7.1 ±3.0

13.3 ± 1 .3

12.6 ±1.3

Table 1.3: Experimental results for gp from muon capture on a proton. To show the
dependence of each measurement on the value of Aop, the values of gp are given for two
different ortho-para conversion rates. Unless otherwise noted, each experiment utilized
ordinary muon capture. The technique is indicated by the particle detected. The *PT
prediction is 8.44±0.23. An earlier version of this table is given in Ref. [15]. The extracted
values for gp are modified when recent improvements to the values of ga and t p + are applied
[30]. This will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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periments [24, 25] in this group are the only ones using gaseous targets. Although
also limited by statistics, these measurements are not dependent on the effects of
Aop, unlike the first four.
Lifetime measurement
A newer technique, used by a group at Saclay, determined the muon capture
rate by comparing the effective lifetime of

in liquid hydrogen (/H2 ) to that of fx+

[15, 26]. The difference between the two lifetimes is due to muon capture, which does
not take place for /z+. That difference can be used to deduce the capture rate. They
detected the muon decay electrons in six three-layer plastic scintillator telescopes
surrounding a 24 cm diameter liquid protium (isotopically pure, deuterium-depleted
hydrogen) target. The target walls were Cu so that n ~s stopping in walls disappeared
rapidly. The

beam arrived in 3/xs long bursts pulsed at 3000 Hz. The resulting

time spectra were recorded out to 65/zs after each beam-burst. Multiple event
rejection was applied in the electronics. A total of 1.3 x 105 events was recorded
resulting in a 30 ppm measurement of t p - . Comparing t p - to

rp+

yielded Acapture =

(460 ± 20) s-1. The result for gp extracted from this ^capture depends on Aop. Using
the value for A^ as determined by this same group in their neutron measurement
(discussed below in Section 1.5.2), the value \om = (531±33)s-1 was extracted which
yields gp = 7.1 ± 3.0, in reasonable agreement with the prediction of Equation 1.22.
There are three key features of this result. The lifetime technique avoids the
difficult task of detecting the 5.2 MeV neutrons. However, an extremely precise
measurement of the lifetimes is needed. This particular measurement is extra sen
sitive to Aop due to the time “blank” used in the experiment— 1/is after the end of
a 3/ j s beam-burst.
The Saclay group averaged their gp result with those of the previous measure
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ments’ published values1, resulting in a World Average of
^u,orW = 8 7 ± 1 9 ^

(123)

also in reasonable agreement with the prediction of Equation 1.22. As pointed out
by Gorringe and Fearing [30], this measured value of gp is modified somewhat when
recent improvements to the values of ga and r/1+ are applied.
Radiative Muon Capture
The most recent and most precise measurement of gp was the first to measure
the relatively rare process of radiative muon capture (RMC) by a free proton [28,29],
described by
/z- + p - » n + j/<1 +

(1-24)

7

where the energy of the radiated photon ranges up to 105 MeV. The experiment
used a ZH2 (liquid hydrogen) target 2 on the M9A beam line channel at TRIUMF
(see Chapter 2). The radiated photons were detected in a large-solid-angle, medium
resolution e+e_ pair spectrometer based on a four-layer cylindrical drift chamber.
The branching ratio (B.R.) for this process is very low; therefore, backgrounds were
a major difficulty in this measurement. After background subtraction, 279 ± 26
events were collected, yielding a branching ratio of (2.10 ± 0.21) x

1 0 -8.

Using

Beder and Fearing’s calculation [31] of the RMC process, this B.R. corresponds to
g ™ 0 = 12.4 ± 0.9 ± 0.4 .

(1.25)

where the first error represents statistical and systematic uncertainties and the sec
ond error is due to the uncertainty in A^ (see Section 1.5.2).
Recall that the xP T (and PCAC) theory prediction for gp is 8.44 ±0.23, which,
at face value, is in agreement with the

result from ordinary muon capture

xThe first two bubble chamber measurements were only released in conference proceedings.
2The same target used by the present experiment, described in Chapter 2.
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(OMC). The newer RMC value is in sharp disagreement with the \P T prediction.
However, the relative dependencies of these measurements on the molecular com
plication of Aop can be seen in Figure 1.3. As will be discussed in the next section,
the only previous experimental and theoretical results for A^ do not agree. Clearly,
an improved measurement of this quantity is needed for the interpretation of these
results. This is the key motivation for this thesis.

RMC

OMC,

OMC,

0

10000

20000

30000

*0000

5 0000

60000

70000

80000

*=o ( s ' ' )

Figure 1.3: The pseudoscalar coupling gp determined from radiative muon capture (RMC),
the Saclay ordinary muon capture (OMCsac/ay) experiment, and the world average of all
OMC measurements, OMCworW *»• the ortho-para transition rate Aop. The PCAC (*PT)
prediction is noted, as well. The previous experimental and theoretical values for Aop (see
Section 1.5) are indicated.

1.5

The Ortho to Para TVansition

The importance of the formation of the ppp molecule in collisions of the pp
atom with H2 molecules was recognized early on; pioneering theoretical work came
from Weinberg [32], and independently from Zel’dovich and Gershtein [33]. The
p~ binds the two protons covalently into a small, charge =

+1

object (this net

charge prevents p~ transfer from the ppp to higher-Z impurities). Recall that there
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are two bound states of the ppp, the “para” ground state with rotational angular
momentum L=0 and total nuclear spin 1=0, and the “ortho” state, 148 eV higher
in energy, with L= 1 and 1=1. Initial theoretical work [32, 33], indicated that A^
was negligible.
The formation of the ppp by electron ejection in a collision of the pp with H2
is an E0 process for the para state and E l (electric dipole) for the ortho state, and
so direct para formation is strongly inhibited; detailed calculations by Ponomarev
and Faifman [34] yield A

= 2.2 x 10® s - 1 and A ^ = 7.2 x 103 s-1, in good

agreement with experiment (Apftp = (2.3 ± 0.3) x 10® s - 1 for the sum of both ppp
states).
1.5.1

Theoretical Prediction for A^

Bakalov et al. [17] used a relativistic treatment of the three-body system, ppp,
to calculate Aop. The total nuclear spin, I, and S, the total spin of the molecule,
are not exactly conserved quantities in a relativistic treatment. Total momentum,
J=S+L, is, however, conserved. The calculation involves the expansion of the exact
wavefunction in a limited basis of non-relativistic states, with an anticipated error
of

10

% in Aop due to the use of this truncated basis.

Conversion between the ortho and para states via E l radiative or Auger emis
sion is forbidden in a non-relativistic approximation by the selection rule AI=0.
However, within the molecule, spin interactions produce admixtures of large and
small components of spinors within the wavefunction in each of the states. The nu
clear spin, I, of the large components in the ortho state is equal to that of the small
components in the para state and vice versa. Therefore, ‘large’

‘small’ electric

dipole transitions can occur. Thus, relatively fast E l transitions can happen mainly
via Auger emission, in which an atomic electron is ejected electromagnetically. This
is sometimes referred to as ‘internal conversion,’ as in nuclear physics. The radia
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tive transition, in which a real photon is emitted instead, is much slower for the ppp
molecule and can be safely neglected.
Since the ortho-para transition will proceed mainly via Auger emission of an
atomic (or molecular) electron, the electronic environment in which the ppp muonic
system is embedded is clearly of crucial importance. The ppp molecule is small and
compact, with mass and charge not unlike the deuteron nucleus. The ppp molecule
can bond with other hydrogen atoms within the system, forming a mesic molecular
complex with both ‘muonic’ (the ppp system) and ’electronic’ (the H atom) bonding,
i.e. [(ppp)pe]+. The positively charged ppp can bind with an electron to form the
neutral (ppp)e system, analogous to the deuterium atom. Adopting the notation of
Ponomarev, this system is denoted as M=[(ppp) e]. In analogy with a more familiar
system, the ppp can be formed in an electronically bound system (MH)+, similar to
a deuteron in an (HD)+ molecular ion. Thus the exotic muonic molecule functions
as a close analog of a nucleus hidden in an ordinary electronic hydrogen molecule.
The (MH)+ ion, once formed, can then interact with ordinary H2 molecules
forming the following three ion-molecular complexes3:
M H + H 2+ (a)
MHf +H

(b)

M +Ht

(c)

(1.26)

The relative Auger conversion rates for these three complexes (Ka, K b, and Kc) scale
with the electron density at the ppp location and the values are known4, as are the
relative formation rates of these complexes (Wq, Wb, and Wc). With these known,
only Aop(a) is needed in order to calculate A^. Using the truncated basis calculation
described above, Bakalov et al. calculated Aop(a) = (9.5 ± 1.0) x

1 0 4 s_1.

Using the

known or calculated values of K a, Kb, and K c and Wa, Wb, and Wc, they then arrived
3Again, these reactions are analogous to the well-known reactions D H + + H i -> D H +
H £ , D H + + H 2 -*■ D H £ + H, etc.

4with relative error 10% [17]
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at
Aop = (7.1 ± 1.2) x 104 s"1.

(1.27)

The uncertainty in the prediction arises from (1) the error in the relative values of
K a, Kb, Kc (as

1 2 %)

and (2 ) «

10%

in Aop(a) due to the truncated basis.
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Figure 1.4: Results of the only previous measurement of Aop [15, 27]. a) Neutron energy
spectrum showing © the background and © the background-subtracted spectrum; energy
window for 5.2 MeV neutron window indicated; b) time dependence of 5.2 MeV neutron
candidates (points) with expected time distribution for two values of Aop (lines). The data
have had the free muon exponential decay divided out. For more information, see [15, 27].

1.5.2 Experimental Measurement of A^
The only previous direct measurement of A^ is by Bardin et al. at Saclay
[15, 27], using a similar setup to that of the gp experiment by the same group de-
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scribed in Section 1.4. That experiment detected the OMC neutrons using six liquid
scintillation counters in conjunction with plastic scintillators for charged particle ve
toes. Two complementary pulse shape discrimination (PSD) techniques were used
to distinguish neutron events from photons. The experiment yielded 18000 “good”
neutron events (Fig. 1.4 a) out of 45000 candidate events within a 3-5 MeV energy
window and a time window starting 1.5 /zs after the beam pulse and running for
7 /zs, with

1

/zs bins. Substantial backgrounds, each with different time dependen

cies, arose from cosmic rays, pileup of two photons5, muon capture in the Cu target
walls, and neutrons from photonuclear (7 , n) reactions. A complex, non-exponential
distortion in the time spectrum resulted from accelerator-related, time-dependent
backgrounds.
The resulting time spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.4b, where the characteristic /zlifetime has been divided out. From the effective neutron lifetime, r£~ = (2084 ±
30) ns, the extracted value6 for A^ is
Aop = (4.1 ± 1.4) x 104 s" 1 .

(1.28)

Note the discrepancy with the theoretical estimate of (7.1 ± 1.2) x 104 s_l. The ex
perimental error was dominated by the relatively poor statistics and the signal/noise
of about 1.5 : 1 in the time spectrum.
While the Bardin et al. experiment represents the only available direct measure
ment of Aop, the same collaboration inferred a value from their earlier decay-electron
lifetime measurement of OMC [26,35]; this gave the result (7.7±2.7) x 104 s_l which
is consistent with their direct measurement (albeit with larger errors), but was not
published [35].
5These events can mimic the shape of a neutron event and pass the neutron conditions of the
PSD.
®The slightly different value Aop = (4.61 ± 1.35) x 104 s-1 is given in G. Bardin’s PhD thesis
[27] which is dated well after the publication [15], and so is presumably the best value.
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There are two principal differences between the measurement by Bardin et
al. and the experiment which will be described in the following chapter. The first
involves the use of a continuous wave (CW, or high duty-factor) /z" beam as opposed
to the pulsed, low duty-factor beam at Saclay. The second difference is the use of
modern multi-hit time encoding electronics.

1.6 Summary
The pseudoscalar coupling, gp, is an important and poorly known aspect of
proton structure. The experimental situation for gp on a free proton is clouded by
muonic molecular physics—in particular, by the poor knowledge of the ortho to para
transition rate A^. The only previous experimental measurement of A^ has large
uncertainties and does not agree well with the theoretical calculation. This provides
the motivation for the work presented in this thesis.
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CH APTER 2
D escription o f E xperim ent
The experiment was performed on the M9B beam channel at the Tri-University
Meson Facility (TRIUMF), in Vancouver, Canada. The data were obtained in two
production running periods during June-July 1999 and November 1999. A prelim
inary engineering run took place in November 1996. The technique used in this
experiment was to measure the time spectra of neutrons resulting from muon cap
ture. To this purpose, three main components are required: a clean, relatively
intense fx~ beam, a high-purity liquid hydrogen target, and neutron detection with
good ability to distinguish neutrons from gammas.

2 .1

Muon Beam

The TRIUMF accelerator is a sector-focused, azimuthally-varying field cy
clotron. Negatively-charged hydrogen ions are accelerated towards a thin carbon
foil which strips off the two electrons leaving a proton traveling in an oppositely
curved path along a beamline out of the cyclotron. Depending on the location of
the carbon foil, the accelerator produces proton beam energies between 183 and 520
MeV with currents up to 140 nA. In normal operating conditions the proton beam
is delivered in 3 nsec pulses every 43 nsec with a 99 % macroscopic duty-factor.
Currently, there are four beamlines extracted from the cyclotron and used
for experiments. Beamline BL4(p) is utilized for proton-induced reaction studies.
BL2C(p) is used for low-current, medical proton therapy in treating eye cancer.
The newly commissioned BL2A(p) feeds into the Isotope Separator and Accelera
tor Facility, ISAC. Finally, BLl(p) is used for pi meson production. The resulting
22
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Figure 2.1: TRIUMF cyclotron and beamlines[36].
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pion beam can be used directly or, if the pions are allowed to decay, a secondary
muon beam can be utilized. Figure 2.1 shows the layout of the cyclotron and its
beamlines.
The M9B channel (shown in Figure 2.2 with its “sister” leg, M9A) can provide
either pion or muon beams. The pion beam is produced when the primary proton
beam, BL1A, strikes the meson production target IAT2, typically a water-cooled
piece of beryllium1. The resulting pion beam is steered down the M9B channel
where a series of magnets can be tuned to direct either pions or muons2 into the
experimental area. In this experiment a muon beam was used mainly; the pion beam
was only used in brief calibration runs. The muon beam has a pion contamination
of less than 0.2 % and consists of approximately 5 % electrons. A beam momentum
of ~ 65 MeV/c was used for the production runs in this experiment.
2.1.1

Beam Telescope Counters

The beam telescope consisted of two scintillation counters, Si and S2. Their
dimensions are listed in Table 2.1. After the beam exits the channel (and vacuum)
through a thin, mylar window the muons passed through SI. Before entering the
target, the muons then passed through the smaller, “beam-defining” S2. A coinci
dence of Si and S2 defines a muon stop. The timing of the muon stop is defined by
the thicker Si.
Beam Counter
SI
S2

Dimensions (cm)
33.02 x 33.02 x 0.32
10.16 x 10.16 x 0.16

High Voltage (V)
-2 0 0 0

-1820

Table 2.1: Beam counter dimensions.
1100 mm thick along the beam axis, with cross-sectional area 5 mm x 15 mm.
2A superconducting solenoid is used to collect low-momentum muons from the in-flight decay
of the beam pions.
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2.2 Target
The experiment utilized the large-volume, liquid H2 target originally designed
for and used in the RMC measurement [28, 29, 37]. The cylindrical target holds
~ 2.7 liters and measures 16 cm in diameter and 15 cm in length. The cylindri
cal flask wall and dome-shaped front face are made of gold measuring 0.25 mm in
thickness. The flask is surrounded by two silver heat shields each 0.51 mm thick
and a silver vacuum jacket 1.02 mm thick. The window of the vacuum jacket is a
0.25 mm thick film of aluminized mylar. Immediately downstream of the window
is a 22.5 /zm thick aluminized mylar film followed by another 2.5 /zm thick. Within
the vacuum and immediately upstream of the target flask is the cylindrical, internal
beam collimator with silver walls 0.76 mm thick. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of
the target.
Since muon capture scales with ~Z 4, the potential for large backgrounds from
target impurities dictates the usage of both isotopically and elementally pure hydro
gen. Impurities from higher-Z elements are kept at a level below 1 ppb by passing
the protium through a palladium filter while the target is filled [38]. The isotopic
purity of the deuterium-depleted hydrogen (referred to as “protium”) was measured
periodically throughout the experiment. As shown in Table 2.2, subsequent analysis
of the gas samples [39] shows the deuterium concentration to be on the ppm level.
Date gas sample taken
30-11-99
7-7-99
11-11-99
16-11-99

Deuterium content in ppm (atomic)
4±2
sample lost
4±2
4±2

Table 2.2: Deuterium content in gas samples taken directly from target during the two
production runs.

The potential background from muons stopping in the target flask or walls
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Figure 2.3: Protium Target. Schematic of protium target flask and surrounding compo
nents. The target holds 2.7 liters and is 16 cm in diameter and 15 cm in length.
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prompted the usage of gold and silver in the make-up of the target. Muons stopping
in the gold flask walls have a disappearance mean lifetime of 73.5 ns [40], as opposed
to a 2.2 /xs lifetime in protium. Likev.ise, the muons stopping in the silver compo
nents around the target have a disappearance lifetime of 88.1 ns. Muon stops in the
gold and silver can be excluded from the analysis because of their fast disappearance
time compared to the protium signal3.

2.3

Neutron Detection

Five similar (but not identical) liquid scintillation neutron detectors were used
to detect the neutrons from muon capture. They were located roughly symmetrically
in azimuth around the target, as shown in Figure 2.5. The photograph in Figure 2.4
shows the target with the five neutron detectors, the charged particle vetoes, and
S2. Table 2.3 lists the characteristics and dimensions of each detector.
Detector
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5

Dim. (cm)
12.70 x 5.08
12.70 x 12.7
12.70 x 12.7
12.70 x 12.7
12.70 x 12.7

Material
NE224
BC501A
BC501A
NE213
BC501A

Dist. to Target (cm)
2.7
2 .6
1 .8
2 .2
1 .8

HV (V)
-2344
-2385
-1150
-1475
-1180

Time Res. (ns)
1 .2

1.4
1.4
1 .2

1.5

Table 2.3: Dimensions and characteristics of neutron detectors. BC501A and NE213 are
chemically equivalent. Distance to target measured from the front-face of detector to the
outer vacuum jacket of target. Timing resolutions based on peaks in the E1-E5 short-range
TDC (time-digital converter) time spectra.

The primary principle of operation of these detectors is based on neutron-proton
elastic scattering in the liquid; the recoiling proton ionizes the material generating
scintillation light, detected by a single PMT located at the far end. The neutron
transfers all or part of its energy to the proton resulting in a “box” spectrum ex3During the November 1996 engineering run it was discovered that muonic x-rays from stops
in the gold and silver were also useful in the energy calibration of the neutron detectors.
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Figure 2.4: Photograph of target and detector setup. The beam-defining S2 can be seen
in front of the target window. The wrapped light guides for E l, E2, E3, and E5 obscure
the view of the their respective neutron detectors. Beam arrives from the left.
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N5
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N3

Figure 2.5: Sketch of relative locations and orientations of target, charged particle vetos,
and neutron detectors. Only the active region of the charged particle vetos is shown
(between the target and neutron counters). Beam direction is into the page.

tending from a maximum of the neutron’s incident energy down to zero. The “box”
is smeared out by a variety of effects—ionization statistics, electron multiplication
statistics, and light collection variation—as seen in Figure 2.6. Photons interact in
the liquid through the photoelectric, Compton, and pair production processes pro
ducing electrons which then emit scintillation light. The electrons and other charged
particles produce scintillation light when interacting in the detector.
The overall decay-time—and thereby, pulse shape—of the emitted light varies,
depending on the energy loss per path length (d E /d x ) of the exciting radiation.
Therefore, the light output (related to pulse area) from an incident neutron is not
equal to that of a photon or electron of the same incident energy. This is important
in the calibration of the detectors. One of the keys to this experiment is exploiting
these pulse shape differences between recoil protons and electrons.
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dN

E

Figure 2.6: “Box” spectrum from neutron interactions in liquid scintillator. The smeared
shape results from ionization statistics, electron multiplication statistics, and light collec
tion variation. [41]

2.3.1

Neutron Detector Energy Calibration

The neutron detectors are calibrated for energy using three main methods:
capture neutrons, radioactive sources, and pT x-rays. Tuning the channel for a
7T—beam

energetic

produces the reaction ir~ + p —►7 -i- n which yields a prompt, mono8 .8

MeV neutron. Radioactive sources “ Co and

241 Am/Be

each produce

observable Compton edges in the detectors. When muons stop in the gold and silver
target walls, muonic x-rays are produced. These x-rays appear in the prompt (in
coincidence with a p~ stop) spectra of the neutron detectors. The 511 KeV positron
peak and the 2.2 MeV 7 -ray from thermal neutron capture on hydrogen can also be
used as checks of the calibration. Details of the calibration procedures are found in
Section 3.2.
2.3.2 Charged Particle Veto Counters
To enable the rejection of incident charged particles (primarily electrons from
muon decay) a thin plastic scintillator was placed in front of the entrance-face of
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each liquid detector. A preliminary charged particle veto was set in hardware and
was then reapplied more precisely in software. Table 2.4 lists the dimensions of each
veto counter.
Veto Counter
El
E2
E3
E4
E5

Dimensions (cm)
20.3 x 20.3 x 0.32
20.3 x 20.3 x 0.32
20.3 x 20.3 x 0.32
12.70 x 0.16
20.3 x 20.3 x 0.32

High Voltage (V)
-1906
-1730
-1865
-2275
-2450

Table 2.4: Veto counter dimensions.

2.4 Electronics
The electronics logic digitized the times, pulse heights, and output rates from
the scintillators and detectors and selected events of interest—the trigger. The muon
beam rate was on the order of 100 KHz, but the data acquisition system (DAQ) could
only handle an event rate of about

1

KHz, at these data word lengths. Therefore,

the electronics logic selected only candidate neutron events and a small, prescaled
sample of gamma and electron events for calibration and other diagnostics. The
following sections include schematics of the electronics used in the experiment. Fig
ure 2.7 provides the key to the symbols and notations used in Figures 2.8, 2.10, 2.12,
and 2.13.
2.4.1

Pulse Shape Discrimination

Neutrons and gammas were differentiated in the electronics with pulse shape
discrimination (PSD). The principle of PSD is that scattered protons from incident
neutrons in the liquid detectors have longer pulse tails than the electrons from
photon interactions [42]. The primary PSD (PSDl) was accomplished using custom
NIM modules from the University of Alberta [43]. The module was supplied with an
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D>

logic fan in/fan out

Jin^>

linear fan in/fan out

Not shown:
discriminator to regenerate logic
visual scaler (for diagnostics)
attenuators and linear amplifiers
NIM/ECL logic conversion

discriminator
(unless otherwise noted)
CFD

D

Not all delay shown

constant fraction discriminator
coincidence
to CAMAC
Figure 2.7: Key to logic schematics.

input trigger and the analog signal from the detector. The pulse was integrated over
a short (52 ns) and long (420 ns) period. The difference between these integrations
is the PSD signal output. The result of the long gate integration is proportional
to the energy that the particle deposited in the detector and is the energy signal
output. A two-dimensional histogram of the energy and PSD outputs was then
used in software to discriminate between photons and neutrons. The PSD unit also
produced two logic pulses indicating “neutron” or “gamma” based on levels which
have been selected in the setup of the modules using radioactive sources. In order
to avoid rejecting, in hardware, potential neutron events, the “neutron” selection
criteria were made deliberately loose. Further PSD was then applied in software.
Since the discrimination of gammas and neutrons is crucial to the success of the
experiment, a second method of PSD (PSD2) was developed and used for refining
the PSD cuts in software and for added redundancy. This additional PSD used
a ratio of the energy output from the Alberta PSD module to the output of an
integration of only the “tail” of the neutron detector signal—again relying on the
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of neutron logic circuit.
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PS D 2 g a t e

Figure 2.9: Sketch of PSD2 principle. The pulse shape differences between the photonand neutron-induced events are evident. The later PSD2 gate samples the tail of the pulse.
The main gate is supplied by the U. Alberta modules.

inherent pulse shape difference of an incident gamma or neutron in the detector.
The “tail” signal was obtained using an ADC (analog-to-digital converter) module
with its gate delayed by 35 ns, so that it only sampled the tail of the analog pulse.
Figure 2.9 shows a sketch of a sample neutron- and photon-induced pulse along
with the two gates used in the PSD2 technique. The logic diagram for Nl, including
the components for each PSD technique and charged particle veto, is shown in
Figure 2.8. The logic for N2, N4, and N5 is identical. N3 could not be operated at
the optimum high voltage, due to sparking. Therefore, a lower voltage was applied
and the signal was then amplified and then attenuated in order to compensate for
this lower operating voltage.
2.4.2

Trigger

For each detector, the neutron trigger requirement consisted of a “neutron”
logic pulse from the PSD module which was in anti-coincidence with a signal from
the charged particle veto counter. An overload veto condition also rejected signals
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that resulted from an overly large hit in the detector, since these events were not
of interest. The resulting neutron signals for each detector were timed together and
“or”ed to produce the En trigger. Figure 2.10 shows the trigger logic d iag ram .
Since the “gamma” logic signal from the PSD module is of interest for calibra
tion and other diagnostic purposes, this signal was used to create a second trigger.
The “gamma” logic signal from the PSD module was “or”ed with the “neutron”
logic pulse and the result was checked for anti-coincidence with the overload rejec
tion. Therefore, the resulting signal is a sample of all events that satisfy either, the
“gamma,” “neutron,” or even “electron” condition (since there was no rejection of
events in the charged particle veto counter)—but do not appear as an overload in
the detector. This signal is referred to as the “loose” trigger, and the result from
each detector was “or”ed together to produce the El trigger. In this experiment
there were many more of these events than neutron events, so to balance the effect
on computer dead-time and the statistics needed for diagnostic purposes, only a
sampling of events—prescaled typically by a factor of 2 7—was recorded.
The En and prescaled El signals were “or”ed and then checked for anti-coincidence
with the computer inhibit to create the “event” logic signal. The computer inhibit
signal was produced to stop any events from being sent to the computer while it
was already busy with an event. After an event was received, a NIM driver module
produced this inhibit signal. However, there was a delay in this response, so the
event itself triggered a gate-generated pulse to fill the time before the driver reacted.
2.4.3

Multi-hit TDC and Beam Electronics

In a high duty-factor beam, the pileup of muons in the target will cause dis
tortions in the time spectra. At an incident beam rate of 100kHz, the average time
interval between muons is much shorter than both the decay lifetime of the muon
and the lifetime of captured muons. For this experiment there were three potential
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Figure 2 . 1 0 : Schematic of trigger logic circuit.
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ways of dealing with muon pileup:
1.

The TRIUMF cyclotron can deliver a pulsed beam, as was used in the Saclay
measurement. The instantaneous beam rate is high, but the time between beam
bursts is long compared to capture times. However, the background events can
then have a time dependency which cause distortions in the time spectra. Also,
the other experiments running simultaneously would be displeased by the usage
of a pulsed beam.

2. The incident beam rate can be turned down to deliver only one muon in a 10rM
time period. While this alleviates muon pileup, there is a crippling loss in
statistics. With this low signal rate, the cosmic ray background becomes
non-negligible. Also, since the primary beam is still operating at full current,
the cyclotron-related background is still the same as with high rate beam.
3. The usage of multi-hit TDC (time-to-digital converter) electronics allows the
usage of a high rate, full duty-factor beam. For a given trigger, the time
histogram is updated several times, i.e. for each previous fi~ (as far back as,
say,

1 0 t m) .

The result is a time spectrum from the “correct” muon

superimposed on a flat, uncorrelated background due to the other muons which
have a random arrival time.
The third option was chosen for this experiment. Multi-hit electronics were not
available at the time of the Saclay measurement, making this a novel feature of this
experiment. The LeCroy 3377 multi-hit TDC (mhTDC) operates using a pipeline
principle4. As seen in Figure 2.11, the mhTDC stored the time of each “start”
event (e.g. a muon). When a “stop” occurred (e.g. a neutron trigger), the mhTDC
4A useful analogy is that of the official clock for a marathon. The clock starts at the beginning
of the race but does not just stop when the first runner finishes—it continues to record finishers’
times up to a certain cut-off time.
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Figure 2.11: Multihit TDC principle. In this example, four STARTs (muons) are recorded.
When the STOP (trigger) occurs, the module digitizes the time difference between each
START and the Common STOP. The module will only record up to 16 hits in each channel.

digitized the time difference between the stop and each start—within the following
limits: each input channel (there are 16 channels on the module) can accept up to
16 different hits with a range of 32/is and with a time resolution5 of 0.5 ns [44]. At
the beam rates used in the present experiment, 16 hits rarely occur. Note that 32 ps
corresponds to many muon lifetimes, so that all the physics of interest is within the
range of the module.
An added advantage to using the mhTDC was the ability to reject muon pileup,
if desired. Multiple muon rejection was applied in software, to select those neutrons
where only one muon arrived during the

1 2 r^

time window. Here the flat background

is removed, at the cost of reduced statistics for the signal. No special low-rate beam
data had to be taken.
For this experiment, 4 of the 16 input channels were used. A valid trigger event
created a common stop for the module. The first channel recorded a coincidence
between beam counters Si and S2 (S1-S2), which constitute the muon stop condition.
The second channel recorded events with a hit in Si but not S2 (S1 -S2 ). This
signal was used in the analysis for background studies of muons that entered the
5The differential non-linearity of the time bins is poor, but with coarse rebinning the effect
becomes negligible.
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experimental area and likely missed the target, presumably, interacting with some
material other than 1H2. The third channel recorded events horn an uor” of the
time signals from each charged particle veto counter (EE). This signal was used
for diagnostics of the muon decay electronics. Finally, a duty-factor monitor signal
(explained in Section 2.4.4) was recorded.
For prompt event studies, short-range, high-resolution single-hit TDCs were
also used to separately digitize the S1-S2, S 1 -S2 , and individual E signals. Fig
ure

2 .1 2

shows the beam logic. The S le signal was the result of sending the Si

signal into a discriminator with a low threshold voltage. Both muons and electrons
incident on this scintillator will “fire” this discriminator. The S lMand S2 Msignals
resulted from the SI and S2 signals, respectively, being sent through discriminators
with high thresholds. Only the higher-energy muons will fire these discriminators.
The S2hi signal looked for events where the muon stopped and captured in the scin
tillator, thereby resulting in a large pulse. These events were dangerous because they
fire S2 , thus indicating a muon stop in the target, but actually produced neutrons
from muon capture in carbon, a dangerous background.
2.4.4 Miscellaneous electronics
Capacitive Probe
The TRIUMF cyclotron produces short beam pulses with 99 % duty-factor. The
small microstructure was monitored via the induced signal from a capacitive probe
placed in the primary proton beam. This signal gave the timing of the trigger event
with respect to the beam pulses which arrived every 43 ns. For this experiment, the
signal was prescaled by a factor of eight. The resulting signal was used to check that
the so-called prompt events were truly prompt with respect to the beam. Any timedependencies in the cyclotron-related background was also monitored. Figure 2.13
shows the logic diagram for this signal.
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Figure 2.12: Schematic of beam logic circuit.
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Prescaler
Capacitive
Probe

Pileup
(200 ns gate width)

■> mhTDC

BUSY
Figure 2.13: Logic circuit schematic for capacitive probe signal and duty factor check.

Duty-Factor
The TRIUMF beam is not truly CW, but has a typical duty-factor of 97%; the
beam is off for 30 (is out of each millisecond. This can lead to distortions in the
mhTDC time spectra. Consider a neutron that is detected just after the beam comes
back after one of the 30 (is quiet periods. This neutron will not have a normal flat
distribution of muons in its pre-history. The effect becomes much more apparent at
low duty-factor. Therefore, a circuit was added to the electronics to “flag” events
within 32 (is of a “beam off” period. The capacitive probe signal was sent into a
Pileup Gate which generates a “busy” gate as long as the beam pulses occur within
2 0 0 ns

(time lapse set on module) of each other6. During a beam-off period, the

busy gate would end. When the beam returned, the busy gate returned. This signal
was sent into the mhTDC. If the busy gate had just started, the mhTDC detected a
leading edge and registered a hit in that channel—meaning that there was recently
a “hole” in the beam. If a trigger had occured within 32 (is of this beam off period,
the event could be rejected in software. Figure 2.13 shows the logic diagram for this
circuit.
Presumably, the pulses occur every 43 ns, so this gate will be on continuously during the
beam-on period
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Photon Pileup
If two gamma pulses fired a liquid scintillator at approximately the same time,
the PSD could have mistakenly identified the resulting broad “pileup” pulse of the
two as being the pulse shape characteristic of a single neutron. To prevent these
fake neutron events from distorting the time spectra, a pileup rejection circuit was
devised [45]. The analog pulse from the neutron detector was sent to a Timing
Filter Amplifier (TFA), which differentiated the signal. The output of the TFA was
sent to a discriminator and then into an ADC (gate=600 ns). If the signal from the
detector was just a single pulse, then the ADC recorded only the area of a single
discriminator logic output. Any events with two (or more) photon pileups would
trigger the discriminator twice (or more) and the ADC would have recorded the
area of two (or more) pulses. These events could then be rejected in software. The
pileup circuit electronics are shown in Figure 2.8.
Clock
A 10 kHz clock was created using a pulser and provided a reference for the scaler
rates of the beam and triggers.

2.5 Data Acquisition- MIDAS
The data acquisition system consisted of a HYTEC 1331 PC-CAMAC interface
and a PC Linux box running Maximum Integrated Data Acquisition System (MI
DAS) [46]. MIDAS is a C-based system utilizing a central database and a network
of modular components grouped in a single C library. It has been developed pri
marily by Stefan Ritt at the Paul Scherrer Institute (Switzerland) and Pierre-Andre
Amaudruz at TRIUMF (Canada) between 1993 and 2001 .
The actual data acquisition from the hardware was moderated by the “frontend” code which controls the PC-CAMAC interface. The data were logged in buffers
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Beam
S le
S 1M
S 1 -S2
Signal
EE
El
ElO VL
En
En-E • OVL
El-OVLprescale
Triggers
Events

Rate (s l)
comments
145 K all beam particles through Si
136 K muons through Si; 94% muons in beam
1 2 1 K 89 % beam hits S2
(per S 1 J
56%
68 K
28 K
23% anything that fires CFD for n-counters
1 2 % loose; doesn’t fire overload
15 K
16 K
13% based on PSD only
680
0 .6 % neutron PSD; not charged; not overload
115 prescale= 2 7
789
567 livetime= 72 %

Table 2.5: Rates for typical high-rate run from November data. Livetime for this run
is 72%. Neutron candidates account for 85% of all “Events,” while the remaining 15%
result from “loose” trigger events.

controlled by the online database. The buffers could then be accessed by several
clients, remotely or locally, via the MIDAS server. The data logging client received
events from the buffer manager and wrote them onto 8 mm magnetic tapes for later
analysis. Typical livetimes during the experiment were ~ 70%. Table 2.5 shows
the rates for a typical high-rate run from the November run.
2.5.1

Online Analysis

The MIDAS analyzer client received events from the buffer manager for online
analysis. The experiment-specific C-based analyzer used HBOOK routines for histogramming and PAW(-t~I-) [47] for histogram display. A sample of the data was
analyzed immediately from PAW without stopping the run.
2.5.2

“Off”-line Analysis

The same analyzer was then used to read events from a file for off-line analysis.
Again, PAW(++) was used, with additional analysis from Physica [48].
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Engineering Run

2 .6

An “engineering” test run took place during November and December 1996.
The main objectives of the test run included:
• tests of the pulse-shape discrimination electronics, trigger logic, multi-hit TDC,
and pileup rejection electronics.
• tests of in-beam calibration procedures for the liquid scintillation detectors.
• optimization of target-detector geometry, beam counter geometry, and studies
of collimation of the muon beam and beam-tuning.
• investigation of various backgrounds.
The detector setup for the engineering run consisted of three liquid scintillation
counters, three beam counters, and plastic collimators of varying diameters. The
TRIUMF standard data acquisition VDACS [49] system was used along with DIS
PLAY for online analysis. Further analysis was performed with the NOVA [50] data
analysis software package.
The findings from the engineering run resulted in the choice to eliminate beam
collimation and the use of the duty-factor electronics described in Section 2.4.4. It
was also determined that the differential non-linearity of the multi-hit TDC did not
affect the data at the coarse binning factors used in the analysis. The engineering run
also confirmed the high levels of backgrounds present in the experiment. However,
analysis of these data was able to produce evidence of the 5.2 MeV neutrons and
their resulting time spectrum.

2.7 Summary
The ortho-para transition was measured at TRIUMF using the beam, target,
detectors, and electronics described in this chapter. The following chapter describes
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the analysis of the data taken during two production runs in 1999.
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C H APTER 3
A nalysis
3J

Overview

The data analysis is presented in this chapter. Over 80 gigabytes of data were
analyzed, including yT production data runs along with /x+, ir~, radioactive source,
empty target, cosmic ray, and cyclotron background runs. A total of 265.7 x 10®
muons were stopped in hydrogen, over the course of 24 days. 405,700 neutrons
within the OMC energy window were detected.

3.2

Energy Calibration

3.2.1

Radioactive Sources

Radioactive sources were used during select runs for the purposes of setting up
the electronic PSD modules and providing initial, online energy calibrations for the
neutron detectors. During the installation of the detectors and electronics, sources
which emit photons and/or neutrons of known energies—in the range of interest
for this particular measurement—were placed on or near the liquid scintillators.
Table 3.1 lists the sources used and the energies of their primary emitted photons and
neutrons. Using these sources, the settings for the hardware PSD thresholds, used
for identifying either “neutron” or “gamma” events, were fixed. The data from these
source runs were determined to be inadequate in the offline energy calibrations of
the detectors since the data were not taken during the optimal, production running,
however they were useful for online data analysis during the experiment.

47
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Source
MCo
241 Am/Be

TRIUMF Tag No.
R#124
R#133

E7 (MeV) E„ (MeV)
—
1.333, 1.173
4-8
4.43

Table 3.1: Radioactive source characteristics.

3.2.2 Gammas
Each of the following photon calibration points were measured during Aop pro
duction runs in order to continually monitor the energy stability of each detector:
muonic x-rays, positron annihilation photons, and thermal n -I- p —►d + 7 .
Muonic X-rays
A copious source of photons, in prompt coincidence with an arriving muon, are
the muonic x-rays from fi~ stops in the Au and Ag target walls. These were clearly
identified in the ADC energy spectra after applying the following cuts:
• “prompt”—short-range, single hit TDC; event in coincidence with beam
particle (S1-S2).
• “neutral”—ADC; no signal in charged particle veto counters.
• “not charged”—TDC; no signal in charged particle veto counters.
• “gamma”—ADC; based on cuts in the 2-D Energy vs. PSD spectra (PSDl).
Figure 3.1 shows the typical resulting x-ray spectrum from each detector. Even
with the

7

events pre-scaled in the trigger by a typical factor of 2 6 or 2 7, there were

adequate statistics in the 7 -ray spectra from a one hour run to fit the Compton
edges and determine the energy calibration to within a few percent.
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Figure 3.1: Muonic x-rays in neutron detectors from a typical rim. The positron and 7 -ray
peaks are clearly seen in each detector. Spectrum f) shows an expansion of the 7 -ray edges
in N5.
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Positron Peak
A 511 KeV peak from e+ +

e~

-*

7

+

7

annihilation events is clearly seen in

the 7 -ray spectra for each detector. No additional special cuts are needed, and this
peak shows up clearly in the spectra in Figure 3.1.

n + p - * d + 7

A delayed photon event can occur when a thermal neutron interacts with a
proton in the target and forms a deuteron and a 2.2 MeV photon. This peak was
identified after applying the same conditions as for x-rays except instead with a
“non-prompt” requirement (event

not

in coincidence with beam particle (S1-S2)).

Figure 3.2 shows the delayed gamma spectrum for each detector; the deuteron cap
ture 7 -ray Compton edge is visible in each case.

3.2.3

Calibration Curves

The ADC channel value of the Compton edge for each photon peak in the
above spectra was determined for each detector. The energy calibration was then
determined for each detector by plotting the five1 photon energy points (in chan
nels) versus their Compton energies (in MeV), and performing a least-squares fit
to a straight line. Acceptable fits were obtained (see Figure 3.3) for each detector.
Table 3.2 lists the calibration values.
Detector
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5

slope (channels/MeV)

intercept (channels)

167 ± 9
162 ± 3
175 ± 6
182 ± 5
226 ± 1

302 ± 20
195 ± 10
231 ± 15
187 ± 1 4
222 ± 4

Table 3.2: Photon energy calibrations for each neutron detector, based on Compton edges.
lonly four in N3.
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Figure 3.2: Delayed photon events in neutron detectors. The 2.2 MeV n + p
d + 7
thermal neutron gamma-ray is seen in each detector. Spectrum f) shows an expansion of
the spectrum from N5.
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3.2.4

Pion-induced Neutrons

Pion beam 2 data were taken in the early data-taking runs. The intention was
to use the mono-energetic

8 .8

MeV neutrons from the ir~ + p —y

7

+ n reaction

as an energy calibration point for the neutron detectors. However, because of the
time-dependent drift in the calibrations, these data were taken too early in the
data taking process (several days before pT ‘production’ running) to prove useful in
the analysis of the muon capture signal data. Instead, they were used to test the
conversion between 7 -ray calibration and neutron energy in the liquid scintillators.
Since the pion beam was higher in momentum than the muon beam, a degrader3
was placed after the first beam counter in order to ensure that the pions stopped in
the target’s center. In order to produce a clean sample of neutrons, the following
cuts were made on the data:
• Hardware trigger indicated a neutron event in detectors (from bit register).
• Good neutron PSD, based on the E vs. PSD spectra, (see Section 3.3.1 for
details on the neutron PSD).
• Charged particles vetoed according to the following conditions:
1.

no signal in the individual veto counters (using the high-resolution
single-hit TDC) at the time of the trigger.

2. no signal in the E E multi-hit TDC channel at the time of the trigger.
3. no significant ADC value from any E counter.
• A “prompt” cut which required the Si and S2 single-hit TDCs to fire in an
early window of the prompt beam peak—this is therefore a time-of-flight cut
2Beam composition: 40% jt", 40% /i- , 20% e".
3During the two pion-runs analyzed, plywood degraders of varying thicknesses were placed
between SI and S2 to ensure that the pions stopped in the hydrogen. The thicknesses were 1.0cm,
1.6 cm, and 2.9 cm.
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Figure 3.4: Beam counter AOC spectra obtained during a pion run; the cuts used to select
events are indicated by the dashed lines.

jt~-induced

which rejected slower, low-energy neutrons.
• Si and S2 AOC values within narrow windows around the pion pulse height in
the SI and S2 ADC spectra—this rejected muon and electron-induced events.
Figure 3.4 shows the ADC spectra for both Si and S2 during a pion run, with
the cut windows indicated.
None of these cuts should affect the location of the 8 .8 MeV neutrons in the ADC
spectra, only the signal/background ratio. Figure 3.5 shows the resulting neutron
spectra for each detector after these cuts are applied. Also shown for comparison
are the neutron energy spectra for non-prompt events (normalized at the highenergy end). The “edge” of the box spectrum of the

8 .8

MeV neutron is clearly

visible around channels 800-1000 in the spectra for all five detectors. Note that
the neutron spectral shapes are not the “box” expected from ideal (n,p) elastic
scattering. The shapes are consistent with realistic monoenergetic neutron spectra
taking into account finite detector resolution and the non-linearity of light output
vs. recoil proton energy [41].
Since the energy calibrations were observed to drift over long periods of time, a
high-statistics muon run from just before the pion runs was analyzed to obtain the
appropriate 7 -ray calibration data. In order to test the 7 -ray calibration technique
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Figure 3.5: Neutron spectrum from tt- +p
7 + 7 1 for each detector. The 8 . 8 MeV neutron
produces the box-like spectrum shown in the heavy curve. The smoother, red curves are
the neutron energy spectra for non-prompt events (normalized at the high-energy end).
Spectrum b) shows an expansion of the N1 spectrum, to suppress the low-energy peak.
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with this

8 .8

MeV neutron, the different light output in the scintillators for an

electron (from a Compton-scattering photon) and for a heavily ionizing proton (from
(n,p) scattering) was taken into account. The following light response function
relates the energy of the scattered electron, Ee, to the energy of the scattered proton,
Ep, for equal light output:
Ee = axEp - a2(l - e x p (-a 3 E*)) [51],

(3.1)

where a, are empirical coefficients which depend on the scintillating material. Ta
ble 3.3 lists these coefficients for both NE213 and NE224 for this relation, where
Ep and Ee are both given in MeV. For an

8 .8

MeV proton, the equivalent light out

put is that from a 4.76 MeV electron in N1 (NE224) and a 4.91 MeV electron in
detectors N2-N5 (NE213). A 5.2 MeV proton corresponds to a 2.35 MeV electron
in N1 and a 2.38 MeV electron in N2-N5. The results from the comparison of the
edges in Figure 3.5 to the photon energy calibration data are listed in Table 3.4.

ai
a 2 (MeV)
a 3 (MeV) " 1
3H

NE213
0.83
2.82
0.25
0.93

NE224
1 .0
8 .2
0 .1
0 .8 8

Table 3.3: Light response function coefficients for NE213 and NE224 [51].

This analysis shows that the energy calibrations obtained with the 7 -rays are
reasonable and can be used to predict the detector’s response to neutrons. N3’s
values could be suspicious since 8 .8 MeV appears close to the region where the E vs.
PSD curves over and the gammas/electrons/neutrons become difficult to distinguish
(see Figure 3.10. The ratio between the data and the predicted value averages to
0.98 ± 0.05. Thus, the calibrations predict the location of the

8 .8

MeV neutron

“edge” in the data to within about 5%. Even though these data cannot be directly
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MeV
from pion data
8 .8

detector

N1
N2
N3
N4
N5

(channels)
895 ±10
1050 ±10
895 ±10
1082 ± 1 0
1103 ±10

MeV
prediction using
7 -ray data
(channels)
871
1018
985
1128
1142
8 .8

data
prediction

1.03
1.03
0.91
0.96
0.97

Table 3.4: Position of upper edge (in ADC channels) of 8 . 8 MeV neutron “box” for each
detector, as measured in ir~p run, compared to predicted channel number based on photon
calibration data (see text), and their ratio.

compared to later muon runs and the 5.2 MeV neutrons, the technique of using
7 -rays

for cross-calibration was proven effective, and this should provide confidence

in the identification of the 5.2 MeV fi~ capture neutron (see Section 3.3.3).

3.3

Neutron Identification

A major challenge in this experiment was to identify and suppress the various
backgrounds that can produce either real neutrons not from muon capture on the
proton or fake neutrons in the detectors, and thereby distort the measured neutron
time distribution. In this section, the elimination of fake neutrons in the data is
discussed. However, the cuts described below will not be sufficient to eliminate
all the fake neutrons in the data. Section 3.3.4 will discuss the use of ancillary
measurements (e.g. the use of a fi+ beam) and time spectrum analysis to determine
the residual fake neutron background and also to determine the background of real
neutrons not arising from muon capture on the proton.
3.3.1

Pulse Shape Discrimination

The difference in the characteristic pulse-shape between recoil protons and elec
trons in the BC501A scintillator allows efficient n / y discrimination. The efficiency
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Figure 3.6: This 2-D spectrum shows the primary PSD (PSD1) for N4. Photons populate
the band on the left-hand side, while neutrons appear on the right. The box indicates the
cut used to select good neutron events. The cut for photon events is shown by the line at
PSD channel 250.
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of this discrimination is energy-dependent, improving as the proton energy increases.
The neutron energy from OMC on hydrogen is 5.2 MeV, so the recoil proton energy
spectrum is a “box” shape extending from 0 to 5.2 MeV.
As discussed in Section 2.4.1, there are two methods of pulse shape discrimina
tion (PSD). The primary software PSD (PSDl) utilizes the “Energy” and “PSD”
analog outputs of the University of Alberta modules. A two-dimensional Energy vs.
PSD spectrum results in a “V”-iike shape with photon and neutron events occupy
ing separate sides of the “V.” A sample E vs. PSD spectrum for N4 is shown in
Figure 3.6. Photon events populate the band on the left-hand side, while neutrons
are on the right. A box shows the cut used to select “good” neutron events. Photons
are identified as events with a PSD value less than 250.
The secondary PSD (PSD2) uses a 2-D scatter-plot of the Alberta PSD “En
ergy” output vs. the integration of the “tail” of the neutron detector signal. A
sample spectrum for N5 is shown in Figure 3.7. The photons are seen in the top
band, while the neutrons occupy the lower. The lines indicate the cut used to select
a “clean” sample of neutron events. This spectrum has been corrected for “60 Hz
noise” in the “tail” electronics by subtracting the ADC value of a detector that did
not produce the trigger.
Figure 3.8 shows the effect of utilizing both PSD methods. The solid curve in
dicates a projection, on an axis perpendicular to the PSD2 bands’ slopes, of “good”
neutron events selected by PSDl. For reference, photon PSDl events are indicated
by the dashed curve. The lines show the PSD2 neutron cut. The PSD2 cut essen
tially insures a “cleaner” sample of neutron events by eliminating events that pass
the PSDl neutron cut but lie within the region of photon events.
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Figure 3.7: This 2-D spectrum shows the secondary PSD (PSD2) for N5. The top band
consists of photons, while neutrons occupy the lower band. The lines indicate the cut used
to select a “clean” sample of neutron events.
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cut. This figure signifies the importance of using both PSD methods to obtain a clean
sample of neutron events.
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Figure 3.9: ADC spectrum from pileup circuit for N3. Only events where the ADC value
is less than 330 (noted by the red line) are accepted by the pileup cut. In this spectrum,
there are peaks indicating two, three, and even four pileup pulses (although the three and
four pileup events are increasingly rare).

3.3.2

Misidentified Neutron Triggers

The first step in identifying neutrons resulting from muon capture on the proton
is to make cuts to eliminate the neutron triggers resulting from fake neutrons.
Photons
Misidentified neutron triggers can arise due to a pileup of two photons that fire
a detector in near coincidence and are identified by the hardware PSD as a neutron.
Section 2.4.4 describes a circuit designed to identify such events. Figure 3.9 shows
a typical pileup spectrum for N3. “Neutron” events with more than one peak (after
the pedestal) are rejected. These events are also cut by the additional use of PSD2.
Section 3.3.4 will discuss the use of /z+ beam data to characterize the effect of pileup
events on the neutron time spectrum.
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Charged Particles
Protons from muon capture on the target walls, (n,p) reactions, electrons from
muon decay, positrons from photon conversion, or even scattered beam muons or
electrons are all charged particles that could hit the neutron detectors. The liquid
scintillators respond to any ionizing particle, but most charged particles are rejected
in hardware by the trigger requirement that there be no signal in the charged par
ticle veto counters at the time of the event. However, as a safeguard, additional
software cuts are made on the E counter ADC and TDC spectra. In the case of
charged particles entering the detectors from the side, strict software pulse shape
discrimination largely eliminates these events.
3.3.3 Energy Spectra of OMC Neutrons
After rejecting these fake neutron events, the energy spectra for all candidate
neutron events were analyzed for evidence of the 5.2 MeV OMC neutrons. After
applying the cuts described below, the energy window for the final time spectrum
of the OMC neutrons is selected based on the resulting spectra, in addition to the
x-ray/ 7 -ray calibrations.
A charged veto cut was applied, based on the E E signal from the MHTDC,
eliminating any events where there was a signal in any E counter. There are two
cuts that eliminate any prompt events (which are likely to be x-ray induced). The
first cut rejects events with a signal in the 51 • 52 short-range TDCs. The second
prompt cut rejects events where there was any significant pulse height (i.e. even
an electron pulse height) in the beam counter ADCs at the event time. A pileup
cut is also applied to select events where no gamma-gamma pileup occurred in the
detector, as shown in Figure 3.9.
A clean sample of neutron events is needed in order to make a clear selection
of the OMC neutron energy window. To produce this clean sample, tight cuts (as
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Figure 3.10: PSDl 2-D spectra for each detector. Neutron and photon cuts are indicated
on each spectra. The linear fan-ins for Nl, N2, and N3 saturate at high energies. The
majority of these saturation events are rejected in the cuts. The spectrum for N5 appears
“streaked” because a bit within the ADC was “stuck.” This does not affect the data after
coarse rebinning. (These spectra are shown here with fine bins to clearly illustrate the
PSD technique.)
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Figure 3.11: PSD2 2-D spectra of events that pass the PSDl neutron cut for each detector.
The neutron band is further “cleaned up” by the PSD2 neutron cuts indicated by the lines.
Events where the Tail ADC has saturated (i.e. in the “bend” above Tail channel 1100)
are also accepted.
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described in Section 3.3.1) are applied to both 2-D spectra for each detector (see
Figures 3.10 and 3.11). Events where the Tail ADC has saturated (i.e. in the “bend”
above Tail channel 1100) are also accepted, since they are outside the OMC energy
window.
In order to eliminate neutron events fr^m stops in the Au and Ag target walls,
a ‘blank’ timing cut is applied. This cut rejects events within 400 ns of the prompt
time in either the S1-S2 or S1-S2 spectra. Further details and effects of this cut
are discussed in Section 3.3.4. While the blank cut results in a reduction in signal
events, eliminating the large number of neutrons from Au/Ag capture reduces the
error from a large flat background in the time spectrum, and also allows us to see
the 5.2 MeV neutrons in the energy spectra.
After applying these cuts, the OMC neutron energy window is determined by
comparing energy spectra during two beam timing conditions. The first condition
looks at events with at least one S1-S2 muon within 1.5 hydrogen lifetimes (from
400 ns to 3.3 /zs) of the prompt time. The second condition only looks at events for
which there were no S1 -S2 muons in the first 3.3 /zs. The first condition produces
an energy spectrum with both signal and background events. The second produces
a spectrum with primarily background events. Since the backgrounds are largely
time independent, and therefore the same in each time window, the two spectra can
be subtracted (after normalizing at high energy) to produce a spectrum containing
mainly signal events. The neutron energy windows for each detector were determined
from these spectra. Figure 3.12 shows this process and the results for each detector.
The 5.2 MeV neutrons are clearly seen in these spectra. Figure 3.13 shows this
process for N5 with data from the /z+ beam. There are no capture neutrons in these
spectra since fi+s do not capture.
Figure 3.14 shows the projection of PSDl events in the chosen OMC energy
window along the PSD axis for each detector. The separation between neutron and
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Figure 3.12: OMC energy window selection process for each detector. The first column
shows the neutron energy spectra for events with at least one S1-S2 muon within 1.5
hydrogen lifetimes (3.3 /is) of the prompt time. The middle column shows the energy
spectrum for neutron events where there were no S1-S2 muons in the first 3.3 /is. The
difference between these two spectra (OMC neutrons) is shown in the third column. The
energy window (indicated by the lines) for each detector is determined from these difference
spectra.
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Figure 3.13: N5 neutron energy spectra for fi+ data showing the same process used to
determine the OMC energy window with
data. As expected since there is no ft+
capture, no OMC neutrons appear. This process gives similar results for all five detectors.

photon events is clearly seen, showing that the n j 7 discrimination at these energies
is adequate. Thus, it was determined that the 5.2 MeV neutrons are visible in the
data in each detector. The time distribution of the events in these energy windows
will be used to determine Aop. However, the backgrounds within these energy cuts
are still large and are discussed below.
3.3.4

“Real” Neutron Backgrounds

The remaining events have satisfied the criteria identifying them as neutrons,
but not all of these neutrons result from muon capture on hydrogen. As seen in the
previous section, selecting the energy window for the OMC neutrons does not result
in a background-free spectrum. Therefore, the sources of these neutron backgrounds
need to be understood, along with their effect on the neutron time spectrum. Also,
these backgrounds need to be either reduced via cuts on the time spectrum or
included as terms in the functional fit to the time spectrum. These sources of
background neutrons include cosmic rays, cyclotron-related neutrons, remaining 7 7
pileup, photo neutrons4, n~ stops in Au and Ag target walls, n~ stops in carbon,
and n~ stops in deuterium and high-Z contamination in target. A number of these
backgrounds and their effects are determined by analyzing the time spectrum of the
4 Photo-neutrons result from (7 , n) reactions where a photon with sufficient energy is absorbed
by a nucleus, allowing the emission of a free neutron [41].
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neutron events. Unless otherwise noted, the fitting expression used in the analysis
of these backgrounds is
y = Ae~t/T + c

(3.2)

where A is the amplitude of the exponential, r is the lifetime of the component, and
c is a constant. Each of the time spectra shown include cuts to eliminate distortions
due to reductions in the beam duty-factor and muon multiplicity higher than the
mhTDC can accept. The mhTDC can only digitize 16 hits per channel for each
trigger. If more muons arrive within this time window, then the extra hits are
lost, and the time spectrum is distorted. However, this problem can be solved by
rejecting events with > 15 hits, thereby ensuring that all hits are recorded. Only
~

0 .1

% of the statistics are lost due to this requirement.

As for the distortion resulting from reductions in the beam duty-factor, Sec
tion 2.4.4 describes a circuit used to “flag” events within 32 (j.s of a beam-off period.
Figure 3.15 shows a time spectrum for events with full duty-factor (top) and a time
spectrum for flagged events which fail the duty factor cut (bottom). The distortion
at long times is clearly seen. This cut results in a 2.2 % loss in statistics, consistent
with the ~ 98% duty-factor seen at TRIUMF.
Cosmic Rays
The background due to cosmic rays and the inherent “room background” 5 is
independent of the beam and was measured during periods when the cyclotron was
off. The “cosmics” background measured during beam-off periods was manageably
small (0.32 Hz total rate for all energies and 0.14 Hz in the energy window). When
compared to a typical data run, this background accounts for 0 . 2 0 % of neutrons of
all energies and only 0.16 % of neutrons in the energy window. Figure 3.16 shows a
typical neutron energy spectrum. This background will be included in the constant,
5natural radioactivity, long-lived activation of air and shielding materials, etc.
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Figure 3.16: Neutron energy spectrum from detector N4, taken during a 46 hour
beam/cyclotron-off period. This featureless spectrum shows the neutrons due to cos
mic ray background. “Cosmic” neutrons account for 0.16 % of all neutron events in the
relevant energy window.

time-independent term in the fit to the time spectrum.
Cyclotron-related
As with cosmic rays, the cyclotron-related neutrons only produce a flat back
ground in the neutron time spectrum and thus can only degrade the statistical
precision of the measurement. With the CW beam of the TRIUMF cyclotron, this
background is constant and will not distort the time spectrum (note: this is not
the case for a pulsed-beam experiment such as the Saclay measurement; they ob
served a complicated time dependence for beam-induced background, partly related
to thermalization of neutrons generated in the beam burst).
The cyclotron-related background was measured when the primary proton beam
was on but the M9B beam blocker was in (preventing muons from entering the
area). These are presumably due to direct neutrons from the meson production
target and/or the beam dump. In Figure 3.17, the histogram on the left shows
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Figure 3.17: Neutron energy spectrum (left) from detector N4 with the cyclotron on
but the MpB beam blocker in. This featureless spectrum shows the neutrons due to the
cyclotron-related background. These neutrons account for 19 % of all neutron events in the
relevant energy window. The capacitive probe spectrum (right) shows that these events
are not time-correlated with the primary proton beam.

a typical, featureless neutron energy spectrum from these background runs. The
histogram on the right is the capacitive probe signal (see Section 2.4.4) for neutrons
which shows that these events are uncorrelated in time with the primary proton
beam. This implies that the cyclotron-related background is comprised of mainly
low-energy neutrons from a variety of locations and cannot be cut from the data
with simple timing cuts based on the capacitive probe signal, nor with directional
shielding.
Table 3.5 compares the neutron event rates from the cyclotron background
running period to the rates from a production data run. The variations in rates from
detector to detector are due to different target-detector distances and orientations
with respect to shielding blocks, main beamline, beam dump, and T2 target6. The
cyclotron-related background7 accounts for 24 % of all neutrons and 19 % of neutrons
within the energy window. When the muon beam rate is higher for a fixed proton
beam current, the signalrnoise ratio is also higher. This background will be included
in a constant, time-independent term in the fit to the time spectrum.
6N1 is also different because of its different size and scintillating material.
7These rates also include neutrons due to cosmic events.
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Figure 3.18: Full neutron time spectrum from p~ production runs (top) clearly shows large
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with a fit to this spectrum which gives 84 ns as the combined Au/Ag lifetime (histogram
is the data, curve is the fit. The bottom spectrum shows the same data with a 900 ns
blank cut applied. A clear hydrogen component can now be seen and the flat background
has been reduced.
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N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
sum

Cyclotron Background Run
all energies (Hz) energy window (Hz)
4.9
2 .2
6 .2
3.9
6.4
3.9
13.2
4.5
9.0
2 .0
39.7
16.5

Production Data Run
all energies (Hz) energy window
11.7
21.7
43.4
40.8
44.3
162

Table 3.5: Neutron rates for all neutron energies and those within the OMC energy window
during cyclotron background runs and a data production run. The cyclotron background
runs ran over a period of 12.4 hours, and the production data were taken with a S1-S2
rate of 78 KHz. The cyclotron background accounts for 24 % of all neutrons and 19 %
of neutrons within the energy window. These rates also include neutrons due to cosmic
events.

Muon stops in target walls
Any /i~ th at passes through the beam counters but stops in the walls of the
target can produce neutrons from muon capture. Since the rate of OMC scales
roughly as Z 4, even a small fraction of stops elsewhere than in the hydrogen will
cause a potentially serious background. However, the target walls were constructed
of gold and silver because the characteristic lifetime of a //“ in a high-Z material is
substantially shorter than in hydrogen, thanks to this higher capture rate. The \i~
lifetime in Au is t£- = 73 ns and in Ag is t *5 = 89 ns [40]. Thus, backgrounds
from stops in the target walls are easily separated out via their time distribution.
Since the Au and Ag lifetimes are so similar, it is difficult to distinguish the two
components in the time spectrum fit, and they are considered here as a single term.
The neutron time spectrum in Figure 3.18 clearly shows the short-lifetime com
ponent from capture on Au and Ag (top spectrum). A fit to this spectrum results
in a combined Au/Ag lifetime of 84 ns (middle spectrum). These Au/Ag neutron
events, if left in the spectrum, produce a large flat background due to n~ pileup
which degrades the statistics on the signal from hydrogen. Therefore, a “blank” cut
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5.1
1 2 .0

26.1
23.9
2 1 .2

88.3
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is used to eliminate events in the first 400 ns of a prompt muon. The blank time
was selected as a compromise between the error from the fiat background due to
Au/Ag pileup events and the OMC signal loss in the early part of the hydrogen time
spectrum. Figure 3.18 (bottom spectrum) shows the resulting neutron time spec
trum after the blank cut. In this figure, a 900 ns blank time is shown for illustrative
purposes. For a 400 ns blank time, the signal loss is ~ 20 %. The small component
of remaining Au/Ag events will be included in the final fit to the time spectrum.
Photo-neutrons and Photon Pileup
About 99.9% of the p~s stopping in the hydrogen target will simply decay. The
abundant flux of low-energy photons generated by bremsstrahlung of the decay elec
trons will produce neutrons via (7 , n) reactions and “fake” neutrons from photon
pileup. Both of these effects induce a background with a well-known time depen
dence given by e-4^ - . The amplitude of this background was determined using
fi+ beam data. The p + beam provides the best way to characterize backgrounds
associated with muons but not with muon capture.
The small number of photon pileup events that survive the PSD cuts described
in Section 3.3.2 can be eliminated by a cut on the spectrum from the pileup circuit
(shown in Figure 3.9). The effect of this cut is clearly seen when applied to the
p + data. Figure 3.19 shows a p+ time spectrum for all neutrons (and all detectors)
which pass both PSD cuts (top), the same time spectrum after the pileup cut is
applied (middle), and the events rejected by the pileup cut (bottom). The rejected
events show a clear 2 .2 /xs time dependence (shown in the fit); therefore, the majority
of these pileup events are “fake” neutrons from the pileup of two photons resulting
from muon decay. This pileup cut reduces the statistics on production data by less
than

1

%.

The neutron time spectrum with both the pileup cut and blank cut applied is
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Figure 3.19: Time spectrum of ft+ data for all neutrons (and all detectors) that pass both
PSD cuts (top). The middle figure shows this spectrum after the pileup cut is applied.
The time spectrum of the rejected pileup events (bottom) is then fit to the muon decay
time. These data clearly show the 2.2 fis component.
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Figure 3.20: Neutron time spectrum of /i+ data for ail detectors with both the pileup and
blank cuts applied. A fit to a component with a 2.2 /is lifetime is shown.

shown in Figure 3.20. These events are, presumably, due to (7 , n) reactions and have
a 2.2 fis time dependence. They have been determined to account for (2.9 ± 0.9)%
of the events in the (pi~ beam) neutron time spectrum by taking the ratio of the
amplitude of these events (determined from the fit) to the total number of /x+-stops
(corrected for livetime) and normalizing it to the similar ratio of the number of
neutron events in the OMC window to the total number of pT-stops (corrected for
livetime).
Carbon
A final concern is muons stopping in the last beam scintillator. These produce
neutrons with the lifetime of muons in carbon. Muons that stop in the first beam
counter are not an issue because they would not have fired S2 and are therefore not
counted as pT -stop events. Other than Au, Ag, and H, the dominant material in
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the target region is carbon (light guides and scintillators). The difference between
the lifetime in carbon (2 .0 /is) and hydrogen (2 .2 /is) is of the order of 1 /A ^ and so
a significant carbon background could seriously affect the measurement.
The carbon component in the data was searched for in two ways. First, n~ data
were taken with an empty target. W ithout the hydrogen, the Au/Ag component
will remain, but anything with a as 2 /is lifetime is from the carbon. Secondly, a
lead shield8 was hung after S2 , physically blocking the muons from entering the
target. Again, there should be no hydrogen component; therefore, the remaining
2

fjs events are carbon-related.
In analyzing the events from the Pb-shield data, it was determined that this

method failed to accurately measure the background from carbon stops. The data
showed a large component in the carbon and hydrogen lifetime region. This is
potentially due to three factors. First, the lead was probably not thick enough to
fully stop the muons. They may have retained enough momentum to continue to the
target and stop in the hydrogen. Second, the shield may not have fully blocked the
target allowing the muons to still reach the target. And finally, muons could have
been scattered by the shield and stopped in the nearby charged-particle counter
light guides, resulting in more carbon stops.
Fortunately, the empty target data were effective in determining the carbon
background. The fi~ beam entering the empty target was stopped by the thick
copper plate (t£ u = 164 ns [40]) at the back of the target. The neutron time
spectrum of these data clearly shows the Cu lifetime (see Figure 3.21). A fit to a
single exponential (plus constant) gives a lifetime of 163 ± 0.5 ns. When a carbon
component is forced in the fit, the amplitude is zero (within error bars). Taking the
ratio of the upper limits of the C amplitude to the number of n ~-stops in the empty
8The Pb shield was octagonal in shape with a diameter of 22 cm and with an irregular thickness
between three and four millimeters.
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Figure 3.21: Neutron time spectrum (all detectors) for the empty target data. A fit
to a single exponential (plus constant) gives the copper lifetime, showing that there is
essentially no carbon component in the data.
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target data and normalizing it to the similar ratio of the number of neutron events
in the OMC window to the total number of p~ -stops in the production data 9, gives
an upper limit (l<r) to the carbon background of 2.7%.
Deuterium C o n tam in atio n
The protium target’s deuterium contamination given in Table 2.2 was higher
than achieved in the RMC experiment. The effect of this contamination was de
termined by Monte Carlo simulations, with the deuterium contamination varying
between (4 ± 2) ppm. The relevant processes in this background are
pp + d

pd + p

(3.3)

pd + p —►ppd
ppd —> 3He + p
-> /t3He or

-> 3

He + p .

The muon can (and does) capture on deuteron and 3 He in the various states, thereby
producing a neutron background. The muon also can be recycled at the end of the
process. The Monte Carlo simulation uses the same neutron statistics, flat back
ground, and conditions as the data from the experiment and varies the deuterium
component (see Appendix A). From this study, it was determined that the deu
terium contamination led to a large background (see Section 3.5).

3.4 Time Spectrum Analysis
This section further examines the effect of the backgrounds and cuts on the
neutron time spectrum. The time spectrum analyzed is a sum of all the “good”
p~ data taken in the June-July 1999 and November 1999 production runs. Unless
otherwise noted the following cuts are applied to the final neutron time spectrum:
formalized and corrected for livetime
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Figure 3.22: Time spectrum of electron events (all detectors). The fit to a single exponen
tial (plus constant) gives r^- = 2198 ± 2 ns.

pass PSDl and PSD2 , within the OMC energy window, blank time, no photon
pileup, good duty factor, no events with > 15 hits, and no events within 4.5 fis of
an S1-S2. All these cuts have been described previously except for the S1-S2 cut.
This cut safeguards against events that occur close in time to a muon which hit Si
but did not go through S2. These events could result in muon capture on materials
surrounding the target and increase the flat background.
3.4.1

Time Spectrum Calibration Checks

This measurement depends on the analysis of the time spectra generated by
the multi-hit TDC. Thus, it is important to show that these time spectra can give
accurate results. The fit to the empty target data resulted in r£ .“ — 163 ± 0.5 ns
[40], which is within Ins of the known value. Also, the lifetime for the Au/Ag
component (84 ns) was a reasonable mixture of the two separate lifetimes (73 and
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89 ns, respectively [40]. These two examples show that the mhTDC is well calibrated.
A final check on the accuracy of these time spectra is given by examining the decay
electron time spectrum. A prescaled number of these triggers were taken during
each run. Their time spectrum is shown in Figure 3.22. The fit to these data yields
a muon lifetime in hydrogen of 2198 ± 2 ns, in good agreement with the accepted
value of 2195 ns [40]. Therefore, there is nothing pathological about the time spectra
in the production data.
3.4.2

Fitting Parameters and Ranges

In the next chapter a more complicated fitting function will be used. For
simplicity, however, in this section the final /i" production time spectra are fit to a
single exponential,
y = A e 't/T?ff + C ,

(3.4)

whereis the effective lifetime of the muon for neutron events, A
and C is the flat background. Also, the fits begin at
prompttime 10 and extend to

2000

is the amplitude,

ns, or 1.26 ys after the

30//s. These values were chosen as a compromise

between fitting error and the effect of the remaining Au/Ag component in the time
spectrum (described in detail in the following section). Tables 3.6 and 3.7 show the
effect of varying the start and stop time of the fit on r ”^ .
Remaining Au/Ag Component
The blank time cut extends 400 ns, starting at the prompt time. This cut
allows some of the Au/Ag neutrons to remain in the spectrum. The effect of these
remaining events on rjyy was studied in two ways. The first was to fit the Au/Ag
component in the “pre-blank” spectrum to determine the amplitude and then use
this value (corrected for a 4% random veto loss due to the blank) in a fixed Au/Ag
loprompt=740ns.
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Start time (ns)
1700
1900
2000
2100
2200

2300
2400
2500
2600

r?ff (ns)
1866 ± 2 0
1912 ± 25
1912 ± 25
1908 ± 25
1916 ± 2 6
1927 ± 2 9
1946 ± 3 4
1976 ± 3 8
1976 ± 38

Table 3.6: Effect of the start time of the fit on the value of t^ j . The end time is held
fixed at 30000 ns and the Au/Ag component is ignored in the fit. From this study, a start
time of 2000 ns was chosen. Note that t=0 (the prompt time) is at 740 ns.

component in the fit to the time spectrum with the blank cut applied. Using this
extra term does not produce any deviation from the value for

obtained by

starting the fit at 2000 ns or any later time. The second study involved fitting the
entire time range of the “after blank” spectrum with an added Au/Ag term (not
fixed). This extra term did not effect the value of rjyy. It was, therefore, decided
th at the simplest option was to ignore the Au/Ag component by beginning the
fit at 2000 ns, where the Au/Ag has long since died away. Figure 3.23 shows the
neutron time spectrum (64 ns bins) with the fit for t^

j

and the fit extrapolated

before 2000 ns to show the Au/Ag neutrons.
3.4.3 Consistency of re^
Table 3.8 shows the results of the neutron time spectrum fits to Equation 3.4
for five data sets. The “Summer” data set contains all production data taken during
the June-July 1999 run. The “Nov. (early)” data were taken as the cyclotron was
run at low current and/or low duty-factor conditions. The “Nov. (middle)” data
represent the bulk of the November 1999 production data. Towards the end of the
November run the DC offset of one of the linear fan in/outs changed. The data from
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End Time (ns)
30000
25000

r2rr M
1912 ± 25
1908 ± 28
20000
1916 ± 29
15000
1912 ± 32
10000
1873 ± 41
8000
1802 ± 57
6000
1757 ± 71
5000 1832 ± 140

Table 3.7: Effect of the end time of the fit on the value of r " ^ . The start time was held
fixed at 2000 ns and the Au/Ag component is ignored in the fit. FVom this study, an end
time of 30000 ns was chosen.
40000

36000-

40000

36000-

r i = 1909*26 ns

32000-

28000-

24000

24000

10

Figure 3.23: Final neutron time spectrum (64 ns bins) with fit (left) giving
= 1912 ±
25 ns. The spectrum on the right shows the same fit extrapolated before 2000 ns to show
the Au/ Ag neutrons.

these later runs are represented in the “Nov. (late)” data set. The “Grand Sum”
is the sum of these four data sets. The Grand Sum results should and do agree
(within error) with the individual data sets. The

and signal rate ( “5.2 MeV

n/fi~ stop”) are also consistent throughout the runs. The average value for t^
1911 ± 26 ns. Therefore,

j

is

from the the Grand Sum, 1909 ± 26 ns, is an accurate

representation of all the data.
Table 3.9 shows the value for

when the time spectrum from each detector

is fitted separately. While there are unexplained non-statistical differences between
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Data Set
Summer
Nov. (early)
Nov. (middle)
Nov. (late)
Grand Sum
average

n’s (x\Qr) Teff (ns)
155.0 1865 ± 40
37.8 2137 ± 78
162.8 1891 ± 41
47.2 1950 ± 91
405.7 1909 ± 26
1911 ± 26

X2/ dof fi~ (xlOP)
1.058
105.8
0.999
22.75
1.066
102.78
0.999
33.94
1.182
265.16

n’s / n ~ (x\Q ~b)
1.47 ±0.05
1.66 ± 0.09
1.58 ±0.06
1.39 ±0.10
1.53 ± 0.03
1.52 ±0.03

Table 3.8: Results of the neutron time spectrum fits (range: 2000 ns-»30/*s) to Equa
tion 3.4 for five data sets. The “Grand Sum” is the sum of all good production data. The
total number of neutrons in the spectra is 405700. There were approximately 1 .5 x 10- 5
OMC neutrons produced for every muon stopped in the target.

detectors and run periods, the average value here is also consistent with
the Grand Sum and all detectors. In these results, the values of

from

measured by N1

are in poor agreement with the other detectors. However, the overall contribution
of N1 to the statistics is very small, and the average value for

is changed very

little with or without Nl.

X2/dof

The x 2 Per degree of freedom (x2 /dof) values of the fits are sensitive to the
differential non-linearity of the mhTDC. The “size” of the individual time bins can
vary by 10% [44]. This can be seen in these data by fitting the neutron time
spectrum at long times (i.e. 15—>30us) to a constant (the flat background). In this
fit x2/d o f = 1.16. However, if the data are rebinned into 64 ns bins, then x2/d o f for
this fit is 1.013. Therefore, the x2/dof is sensitive to the differential non-linearity of
the mhTDC, but at adequate binnings, it does not affect the results.
3.4.4

Effect of Cuts on

The pileup and S1-S2 cuts are important to producing a clean data spectrum.
Thus, their effect on the ability to measure t£jj was studied. When the pileup cut
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r- lt («•)
Summer
Nov. (early)
Nov. (middle)
Nov. (late)
Grand Sum
average (ns)

Nl
1852 ±237
2949 ±435
1450 ±820
2273 ±310
2155 ± 125

N2
2037 ± 108
2193 ± 192
2092 ± 101
2041 ± 208
2075 ± 69

N3
N5
N4
1821 ± 53 1686 ± 1 2 2
1919 ± 74
1887 ± 9 3 2198 ± 256 2227 ± 149
1742 ± 55 1848 ± 140 1890 ± 82
1866 ± 118 2326 ± 649 1672 ± 154
1802 ± 32
1835 ±91
1908 ± 47
1894 ± 22

Table 3.9: Results for
when the time spectrum from each detector is fitted separately.
The average value here is also consistent with
from the Grand Sum and all detectors.

A

C

pileup cut
with
without
S i ’S2 cut
with
5049 6670
without
4930 7725

Teff (ns)

E ( x l 0 7)

1909 ± 26
1921 ± 25

1.400
1.411

1909 ± 26
1973 ± 28

1.400 0.757
1.616 0.638

A:C

Table 3.10: Effect of pileup and S1-S2 cuts on t^j j - A and C refer to the amplitude and
constant in the fits, respectively. The E column shows the total neutron events in each
spectra. The ratio A:C characterizes the resulting signal to noise ratio.

is removed from the final neutron time spectrum, there is a 1 % increase in events in
the histogram. This extra 1 %, however, consists mainly of 7 7 pileup events, which
can affect the ability to fit

The S1 -S2 provides protection against uncorrelated

neutron events resulting from a stop in carbon or material other than protium in
the target area. With this cut, the signal-to-noise ratio increases by 18 % without
any loss in signal. These two studies are summarized in Table 3.10.
3.4.5

Multiple Muon Rejection

A final check on this analysis is to verify that the result for

is not somehow

effected by the use of multiple muon arrivals (recorded with the mhTDC). A cut is
placed on the data to reject events with more than one muon arrival within
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Figure 3.24: Neutron time spectrum with multiple muon rejection. The data (points) are
fit to Eq. 3.4 (curve). t "j j is consistent with the result using multiple muons.

the prompt time. The resulting spectrum is shown in Figure 3.24. The fit results in
r*jf = 1942 ± 52 ns, which agrees with

obtained using multiple muon arrivals,

but has a larger error because of the poorer statistics.

3.5 Summary
The analysis presented in this chapter produced

= (1909 ± 26) ns.Fig

ure 3.25 shows the full neutron time spectrum (after cuts) and the fit for
There are three corrections to this result that are required. Each correction is ob
tained by increasing the number of neutron events in Eq. 3.4 by the amount of
background events and observing what this effect does to

in the fit and then

varying the increased number of events by the error on each measurement to find
the uncertainties. The resulting correction due to the remaining (7 ,n) and pileup
events, measured using fi+ beam data, is —(7 ± 2)ns. The carbon component in
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Figure 3.25: Final neutron time spectrum (16 ns bins) with all cuts applied. The fit
(starting at 2000 ns) yields
= 1909 ± 26) ns.

the time spectrum results in a —(1.6 ± 1.6) ns shift in r"^ . The largest correction,
due to deuterium contamination, is —(32 ± 15) ns. Combining these corrections and
adding the systematic and statistical errors in quadrature, yields a final effective
lifetime of
r?f f - (1868 ± 30) ns .

(3.5)

The following chapter will present the extraction of A^ from this re"y and
discuss the implications of this result.
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CH APTER 4
R esults and Conclusions
4J

Functional Form

In the previous chapter the neutron time spectrum was fit to a single exponential
function. However, the full function (without approximations) that describes the
neutron time spectrum in this molecular system is
^

= A e -‘K - I W ' * - * * - 1* + — -

fe- ^ ‘ -

}

(4.1)

where A^ and Apm are the capture rates from the ortho- and para-molecular states,
respectively. This relationship arises from solving the coupled system of ordinary
differential equations represented by Figure 1.1 (the Xppp formation is neglected
here). When the approximations,

T“- “ ( i / v H A ,

(4'2)

Apm

Aop ^ A ^

^pm ,

are applied, this function reduces to
^

= Ae~t/T»- [e-^*(Aom-A pm) + e -A'" lApm] .

(4.3)

It was verified numerically that Equations 4.1 and 4.3 agree to very high accuracy
for physically reasonable values of the constants.
The extraction of X ^ from fitting the data to Eq. 4.3 depends, clearly, on the
values chosen for the other parameters, A ^ , A ^ , and

tp -

. The muon lifetime is

89
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very precisely known, so its contribution to the uncertainty is negligible. However,
there are errors associated with the known values of both A ^ and Apm. The values
quoted in Reference [19] are
A<m» = (530 ±

2 0 ) s“ l

Apm =

1 0 ) s- 1

(2 0 0

±

(4.4)
.

The effect of these errors was studied by varying each, within their error range, in
data generated using Eq. 4.1 with the same neutron statistics and flat background
as the data from the experiment. These data were then fit with a single exponential
(Eq. 3.4). The error in A ^ results in a 5 ns fluctuation in r"yy, while Apm results in
an 8 ns variation. Adding in quadrature these errors to the experimental error gives
a total uncertainty on

of ±31 ns.

4.2
The relationship between

Extraction of App
and A^ was found empirically by, again, generat

ing data using Eq. 4.3 with the same background and statistics as the measurement,
= 2195 ns, and Xom and \pm given above. These data were fit to Eq. 3.4. The
function relating

and A i s then determined from this data fit1 (see Figure 4 .1 ).

Using this function, then
T^fj = (1868 ± 31) ns

(4.5)

Agp = (13.8 ± 1.6) x 104 s _1

(4.6)

corresponds to

which varies significantly from the Bardin et al. result (r£~ = (2084 ± 30) ns and
Aop = (4.1 ± 1.4) x 104 s " 1) [15, 27].
lAs a consistency check, it was verified that using this empirical function the t?j j obtained by
Bardin et al. [15,27] yieldsthe same Xop as reported in their publications.
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Figure 4.1: Aop (s~l ) vs. T ^ff (ns) as determined using data generated with Eq. 4.3 and
fit to Eq. 3.4.

4.3

Implications of App

This value of A^ is approximately three times higher than the value measured
by Bardin et al, (4.1 ± 1.4) x l 0 4 s_l. In fact, using the combined error from both
experiments, this new value of Aop is 5a away from the Bardin et al value. This
Aop is also approximately twice the theoretical calculation by Bakalov et al. The
difference between t^

j

and the hydrogen lifetime with Aop = 0 (2195 ns) is 327 ns

± 30ns. This 10a effect cannot be due to a statistical fluctuation. Figure 4.2 shows
the data in coarse bins (512 ns) with both the t^jj fit (solid curve) and a fit with
T^ff fixed to 2195ns (dashed curve). Although the difference between the two fits is
subtle, there is a clear agreement between the measured

and the data.

This new value for Aop cannot be reconciled with the previous experiment by
assuming that either the deuterium, carbon, or photon-neutron backgrounds are
higher than measured in this experiment. A larger value for the deuterium compo-
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Figure 4.2: Final neutron time spectrum (512 ns bins) fit to Eq. 3.4 with
=1909ns
(solid curve) and fit with
fixed to the muon lifetime, i.e. \ op = 0 (dashed curve).

nent, by far the dominant background, can only increase the value of Aop further.
The same is true for the carbon and (7 , n) components. If these three backgrounds
are smaller than the values obtained through the analysis, the resulting lower A^ is
still very high, compared to both the previous theory and experiment. The only fac
tor which could significantly reduce A^ is a large component due to a material with
a much faster lifetime than the measured

If this lifetime is too fast though,

it will be eliminated by the blank time cut. However, the effect of such a material
should have been seen in the empty target data. Since these data showed no in
dication of any such material, it must be assumed that there is no such offending
component.
This new A^, taken at face value, has vast implications for the experimental
situation for both gp and Aop. Figure 4.3 is essentially Figure 1.3 with the new A^
indicated. Based upon this result, the two most precise measurements of gp, RMC
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Figure 4.3: gp/g a(0) vs. Xop. Indicated are the values of Aop for the present result, the
previous measurement, and the theoretical result. The *PT value for gp/g a{ty is noted.
The dependence of each gp measurement on Aop is shown.

and OMC3ac/aj, seem to be in severe disagreement2. The RMC result is now within
1a of the xPT value. When the previous two values for A^ (one experimental,
one theoretical) are assumed the OMC measurements are in agreement with xPT.
However, this new A^ calls into doubt the OMCjac/ay results.

4.4 Outlook
Assuming this new value of A^ is taken at face value and in light of the impli
cations of this result, three suggestions for future action are presented here.
2 OMCU)0rw

is a weighted average of all g ° MC measurements, dominated by OMC,oc/otf.
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4.4.1 Theoretical Calculation
The only previous calculation of A^ lies in stark contrast with this new result.
An updated look at the theory would be of interest, to see if the larger value of
Aop measured here can be reconciled with a more detailed understanding of the ppp
system.
4.4.2 New OMC Measurement
A novel measurement of gp MC is underway at Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI).
The n~ Cap experiment proposes to measure the singlet capture rate to 1% [52].
The experiment uses ultra-clean, deuterium-depleted H2 gas at 10 bar, surrounded
by a time projection chamber (TPC) to provide an active target. The low density
(compared to liquid H2 ) used thereby eliminates the uncertainties due to ppp forma
tion and Aop and ensures that capture takes place from the singlet hyperfine state.
The singlet capture rate will be determined from the difference between the effective
lifetime of the fi~ in the target and the p + lifetime in the target, i.e. \ a = Xp- —\ p+.
The value of gp will then be deduced from this capture rate, with an anticipated 7 %
precision. Production data-taking will begin in late 2002.
4.4.3 RMC
The TRIUMF RMC measurement represents the only body of work on this
intriguing facet of the gp puzzle. Since the announcement of the RMC result there
has been much theoretical activity to understand its seemingly anomalous value of
gp [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. The review article by Gorringe and Fearing [30]
includes discussion about these new developments. The present new value for A„p
certainly makes the RMC result more plausible. It would, therefore, be of consid
erable interest to perform a new measurement of the RMC process. Although, the
method for achieving this is unclear at this time, a measurement with gaseous hy-
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drogen would be of particular interest, although certainly a challenging experiment.

4.5

Suggestions for Further Work on

Although this experiment succeeded in its goal to measure A^, several ideas
surfaced in the course of analyzing these data that could be used to perform an
improved experiment. These include:
1. The experiment was designed with a highly pure protium target in mind.
However, the true level of deuterium contamination was much higher than
anticipated. This contamination proved to be a hindering background. It was
unknown at the time of the experiment that this level of contamination was
present. Indeed, all the earlier gas contamination measurements made during
the RMC data runs indicated a contamination level < 1 ppm. Had the level
been known before the data runs, measures could have been taken, such as
replacing the contaminated protium.
2. The liquid scintillation detectors are a key component in this experiment.
However, only three of the five detectors were functioning optimally3. The final
statistics would have been improved with the use of at least six fully
functioning, identical neutron detectors.
3. The dominant source of error in the result is from statistics. Crucial beam time
was lost due to a few factors. First, towards the middle of the June-July 1999
run, there was a problem with the cyclotron facility that prevented the
cyclotron from delivering beam to the experimental halls. When the beam did
return (in November 1999), the cyclotron could not be operated at full current
and duty-factor in the first portion of that run. Second, there were a few
3The original N1 was damaged and therefore replaced by a detector with different scintillation
properties. N3 had problems with sparking and had to be operated at a lower high voltage.
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smaller malfunctions in beamline equipment which caused a loss in beam time,
e.g. a power bump took down the M9B superconducting solenoid for over 12
hours. While both of these problems were uncontrollable, the final concern was
not. The setup and troubleshooting of the electronics took far longer than
anticipated. The experiment was well into its allotted beam time by the time
that all elements were functioning optimally. However, several of these
components cannot be properly setup without the beam. Therefore, a
reasonable amount of time for the setup of electronics should be requested in
the original beam time proposal.
4. The mhTDC was not used to its full potential. In analyzing the data, it was
realized that the “time history” of signals other than just the beam would have
been useful. For instance, it would have been beneficial to see the pulses in the
neutron detectors before a trigger event. Also, vetoing abilities would been
improved by putting the signal from each charged particle veto counter instead
of just the sum of the E counters. This way, one would know which counter
caused the veto.
5. The pulse shape discrimination is crucial to the experiment. Ideally, one would
like to see the entire pulse shape, which would allow precise PSD in software.
One could conceive of using transient digitizers for this purpose. Transient
digitizers act like digital oscilloscopes, essentially taking a snapshot of each
input pulse. Using this, the experimenter would be able to literally see the
pulse shape of each signal in the neutron detectors, for instance. An event
display program could be used to categorize each pulse according to pulse shape
(but could be verified visually by the experimenter).
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4.6 Summary and Conclusions
This experiment measured the ortho-para transition rate in muonic molecular
hydrogen as
A„p = (13.8 ± 1.6) x l O V 1 .

(4.7)

The dominant background is the deuterium contamination in the liquid hydrogen
target. Only small backgrounds arise from muon capture on carbon and (7 ,n) in
teractions from decay electrons. The error on the measurement is dominated by
statistics and the uncertainty in the deuterium component.
This Aop is three times higher than the value obtained in the only previous
measurement and twice the value of the only theoretical calculation. These discrep
ancies cannot be explained through any unknown background effects or statistical
fluctuations.
If taken at face value, this result has vast implications for the previous mea
surements of both Aop and gp, the induced pseudoscalar coupling of the proton. One
of the original intentions of this experiment was to provide a clearer picture for the
experimental situation for gp. Regrettably, this is not the case. However, a large
Aop adds an intriguing new facet to this puzzle. It is my hope that this result will
stimulate intense consideration and study in this exciting field.
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A P P E N D IX A
D euterium Contamination
The deuterium contamination present in the target ((4 ± 2 ) ppm) produced a
relatively large neutron background from muon capture in the following processes:
pp + d

fid + p

(A.l)

fid+ p —t ppd
ppd —►3He + fi
—> /x3He or

—>3

He + p, .

Figure A.l shows these processes along with the relevant formation rates of the fid
atomic and molecular states.
The muon is more tightly bound (by ~135 eV) in the fid atom than in the
fip atom, due to the increased mass of the fid system [61]. Therefore, the muon
has a high “attraction” to the deuterium, and the fid formation rate (1 0 los-1) is
consequently higher than any other in the system.
Once the pfid state forms, muon-catalyzed fusion can occur. The muon either
fuses the pd and is then ejected or fuses the pd and becomes bound to the resulting
3He atom. The muon in the bound //3He state can then be captured, producing the
following three final states:
fi + 3He —►3H + 1/
fi + 3He —y 2H + n + v
fi + 3He

p+n +n+v .
98
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(mp)'

PMd

He+M

Figure A.l: Kinetics of deuterium contamination in the target. X j is the formation rate
of the fid atom. Aptld is the formation rate of the ppd molecule. A/ is the formation rate
of the two distinct fusion states.
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The relevant muon capture rates are given below [61], where A^, A ^ , and AM3He
are the capture rates from the fid atom, p/id molecule, and p3He states, respectively.
• Aa « 600 s - 1
• ^om * 530 s- 1
• Apm «

2 0 0 s- 1

• Apd « 150 s - 1
• Appd « 280 s- 1
• AM3He« 2150 s- 1
Figure A.2 shows the result of Monte Carlo simulations of the neutron con
tributions from the atomic and molecular states for a deuterium contamination of
4 ppm and A^ = 13.8 x 104 s-1. The system must be simulated using Monte Carlo
approximations because of the complexity of the recycled muon. The figure clearly
demonstrates that the effect of the large /t3He component will increase the t^jj ob
tained from the OMC neutron time spectrum. The resulting correction to Teff is
determined empirically by varying the contamination between

2

—6 ppm.
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Monte C arlo
4

ortho p f i p

ppm d e u te r iu m

para p a p
singlet /u.p

0 lM d jU iU

6
tim e

9
(/uis)

Figure A.2: Time evolution of capture neutrons in deuterium contamination. This spec
trum is produced using Monte Carlo simulations with a deuterium contamination of 4 ppm
and Aop = 13.8 x 104s-1 .
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